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"Do we have a
willingness to
change the
rules?"
Homeless Talk
participant

Introduction
In 2016, the City of Santa Rosa began to focus more attention on homeless issues. Merchants
in the downtown area expressed their frustration over sidewalk conditions and inconvenienced
patrons. Congregants of local churches were losing homes, and young people could not find
apartments. Service providers were asking for increased funding to address the issue. A continual stream of both complaints and solutions were submitted at City Council meetings. The
Council adopted a “Housing for All” strategy, and formed a Homeless Sub-Committee to
channel a deeper discussion. It was in this landscape that Homeless Talk: the Coalition for
Citywide Conversations on Homelessness was launched.
The genesis came from Santa Rosa Together (SRT), a local civic organization seeking more
civic engagement, which sponsored two speakers from the national organization, Everyday
Democracy. SRT facilitated a series of meetings partnering with faith-based congregations,
schools, nonprofit, community and government organizations. Included were members of
Homeless Action!, the West End Neighborhood Association, the Santa Rosa Junior College
student government, an organization development consultant and a student of Sonoma State
University’s Master’s Degree in Organization Development. SRT agreed to conduct community-based facilitated conversations on homelessness, and established a steering committee to
guide the eﬀort.
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Each conversation would provide a brief background, break into small groups for facilitated
and recorded dialogue, and reconvene to report out and encourage reactive comments. The
meetings were not organized to further specific homeless issues, nor to promote individual service or policy solutions, but to encourage community members to talk about the growing problem with the assumption that it would lead to stronger group ownership of the issue and possible solutions.
After the close of Homeless Talk, the city and county undertook an eﬀort to bring its homeless
system in line with the national Housing First philosophy. This created shelters with fewer
rules, attempted to place the most vulnerable homeless people first into available housing, and
endeavored to give more case management so these people could maintain permanent housing. In the light of the fire, Santa Rosa's already tenuous housing stock is unlikely to support
these goals.
As this report was being written, Santa Rosa suﬀered a devastating fire that damaged or destroyed approximately 4,600 homes and 100 commercial structures within the City of Santa
Rosa. The residents of these homes are renters and homeowners, the well-insured and poorly
insured, the rich and the poor. As the City begins a massive toxic clean-up, it is looking for
ways to shelter and rehouse the thousands of people who became homeless in the fire.
Homeless Talk conversations were held in senior living facilities, businesses, churches, community centers, homeless service agencies, mental health peer groups and many other locations. Participation was high and showed that many ordinary residents were concerned about
homelessness in Santa Rosa before the fire. Many suggested solutions, both simple and complex, and oﬀered ideas for improving the problems as they saw them.
The passion and energy that emerged in these conversations reveals an underlying potential
and willingness of many community members to actively resolve the diﬃcult problem of homelessness. It will take all of this passion and energy to face the post-fire challenges of a greatly
increased housing shortage, competition for housing, rising rents and a larger homeless population.
This report focuses principally on solutions with approximately 1300+ comments that have
been recorded, gathered into a “database,” and then sorted into emergent categories. The
database is available to any researcher or other person who requests it. In addition, the Steering Committee has written a report on the process they used, and would be happy to share
that as well. You can request these background documents at homelesstalk@gmail.com.
Earlier this year, the Sonoma County Grand Jury issued a recommendation supporting more
eﬀort to involve residents on this issue. “By September 30, 2017, the City of Santa Rosa
should develop an action plan to work more preemptively with local residents to welcome
homeless services.” We hope that the city will take this recommendation seriously. Our work
shows that there are both new ideas and additional resources for this thorny problem.
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Mission Statement and Objectives
Mission Statement
Homeless Talk exists to engage our community in conversation regarding homelessness in our
city with no 'Homeless Talk' bias, judgment, opinions or specific agendas put forth. Our aim
and commitment is to take your community voices and present them to the public, where they
may influence solutions.

Objectives
• To increase civic engagement in the form of at least 25 citywide facilitated conversations on
the issue of homelessness;
• To engage individuals and groups who represent the diversity of city residents;
• To gather the results of these conversations for a presentation to a larger community forum
and general widespread communication;
• To provide more information about homelessness to meeting participants; generate ideas for
new solutions, discover local needs and find new ways to work together.
• To provide the results of these inclusive conversations to city oﬃcials in the form of a report
to eﬀect change.
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Summary of the Conversations:
A Story of Homelessness in Santa Rosa

Figure 1 illustrates the compilation of categories or themes that emerged from all the comments gathered
at all Homeless Talk conversations. We tell a story by using linked loops. Above are five interlinking
loops, each made up of four to six themes. The idea is that each individual loop tells a version of a larger
story of homelessness in Santa Rosa. By linking the story loops together, the diagram shows that every
theme interacts with the others so we can visually see the concerns of the community and causal issues.
Change in one loop, or even one theme, will have an effect on the whole, demonstrating the interconnection of the issues.
Below we share a summary, briefly describing what people said. We identify the loop with a Title in bold
and its associated themes in italics.
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Homelessness and housing in Santa Rosa are wicked problems, full of complexity, diverse organizations, multiple funding streams, various actors and individual perspectives. As we spoke
to over 500 people in the course of seven months, we gathered more than 1300 comments
about homelessness in Santa Rosa. This report is our way of bringing these thoughts to you
with a perspective that, we hope, lends some clarity to what members of the community think
and feel and how they grapple with the problem.
We intended this eﬀort to provide more information about homelessness, generate new ideas,
discover local needs, and find new ways to work together. This report is an attempt to reach
that goal as well as to get the results of our work to city and county oﬃcials. Since the terrible
fires of October 2017, these conversations are even more important. Below is a story told in
parts, each loop a part of a larger whole.

Loop: The Situation
Consider Figure 2 below, titled, The Situation. People called for a hard look at the Root Causes of homelessness and spoke of the diﬃculty of changing the status quo.
Unless these underlying causes are acknowledged, we
Basic
may be stuck in an escalating and vicious cycle. Until

Housing
Affordability

Needs

Health
Implications

Young Adults,
Youth and
Children

Being
Homeles

The Situation
Figure 2: The Situation

they are uncovered and addressed, the Root
Causes of homelessness, as characterized by
participants, will continue to challenge our approach to change.

Many participants were currently
homeless themselves, or drew from past experiences and shared their perspectives. These
often heart-wrenching life stories brought a
seriousness to the discussions, grounding the small groups
in practical problems and solutions.

Root
Causes

As you see, the theme Root Causes leads to Being Homeless. This includes Young Adults, Youth and Children without
homes who become disadvantaged by homelessness with
impacts to their education, social development and health.

These factors lower the chances of Housing Aﬀordability for homeless people in the long term
and, without a house, many people are unable to meet their Basic Needs. Unmet basic needs
leads to a slew of Health and Social Implications that, as in the case of mental illness or addiction, become exacerbated while on the streets. This perpetuates the disparities and inadequacies that poverty bestows on the root causes for prolonged homelessness.
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Participants talked about making homeless children and families a top priority in attacking the
homeless problem. We also heard how young adults, especially those aging out of foster care,
with little or no social and economic support, move quickly into homelessness. Like others in
the adult homeless population, they have no access to the Basic Needs of housing, food,
showers, toilets, healthcare and warmth. If we don’t have any new insights, take diﬀerent actions, or produce new types of sustainable housing, we continue a vicious cycle creating another generation of homeless people.
When we look into the theme Root Causes, we understand the crucial need for a large variety
of community resources dedicated to changing the situation, including academics, engineers,
social workers, care providers, community organizers, service providers and individuals.

Loop: Funds for Housing
Next, there is the theme Tax Dollars and Funds for Housing, which is part of another
loop entitled, Funds for Housing. Starting anywhere within
the loop, we see a simplistic story about how this could be an allJobs
positive or all-negative situation. An increase in tax dollars appropriated to Housing might mean improved
Tax Dollars
Rents, Subsidies and Regulations. Taxes would be
Employment
and Funds for
and Income
paid, and improved regulations would insure people
Housing
could live in houses and hold onto them. In the opposite scenario, declining Employment and Income opRents,
portunities produces less taxes, more homelessness and
Subsidies,
less eﬀective regulation.
Regulations
In the conversations, we heard a call for low-income housing to remain low-income longer, since people living on
fixed incomes, especially the elderly, frequently do
not find additional income. There were suggestions
Figure 3: Funds for Housing
to help finance housing for homeless people with an
emphasis on sustainability and additional support for those who are unlucky enough to end up
homeless. Housed people are in better positions to hold jobs, and it is easy to understand that
jobs mean an increase in Employment and Income, and, in turn, an increase in the tax funds
base for housing.

Funds for Housing
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Loop: Innovative and Traditional Housing
Tax Dollars and Funds for Housing connects with the next cycle, which addresses discussions
Other
Models
Ideal
Home

Tax Dollars
and Funds
for Housing

about types of Innovative and Traditional Housing that would
support a diverse population, both for housed and
homeless people. Many people talked about
Housing Aﬀordability, specifically, the unaﬀordAlternative
able costs of being housed in Santa Rosa
and
that have prevented them from buying,
Mainstream
Housing
renting, obtaining or holding onto low-income
housing -- and staying housed. The lack of
aﬀordable opportunities for housing had led people

to consider Other Models and they brought those
ideas to their small groups. The conversations
included Alternative and Mainstream Housing such as
the improvement of current aﬀordable
Innovative and
housing, model communities with integrated jobs and
Traditional Housing
housing, and other ideas. Many people
spoke of their dreams for Ideal Homes,
Figure 4: Innovative and Traditional Housing
visions that drove their desire to improve
their housing options.
Housing
Affordability

Loop: Stigma and Realities
Stigma,
Biases,
Assumptions

What
Individuals
Can Do
Educating
Homeless
People and
the Public

This loop tells the story of Stigma and Realities.
Homeless Talk collected many thoughts about
Visibility of
who homeless people were, what people thought
Homeless
about them, or how they thought homeless peoPeople
ple should behave. People shared where they
saw homeless people throughout the city,
now they felt and how they grappled with those
interactions. Homeless people talked about how
Safety stereotypes made their lives harder and they
sought to dispel some of the most common ones.
We captured these discussions in the Visibility of
Homeless People.

Stigma and Realities
Figure 5: Stigma and Realities

There are Stigma, Biases and Assumptions about
almost everything, and that includes homeless
people in Santa Rosa. Housed people expressed
some fear of homeless people and a need for
Safety. Homeless people expressed a need for
11

safety too. Some said they feared for the safety of homeless people, especially when they saw
women and children, or people outside on a cold or rainy night. This led to many conversations
about how to understand the issue better, which we discuss under the title of Educating Homeless People and Educating the Public to better inform and support What Individuals Can Do.
Some felt that homeless people need education about available resources, some felt
that those in houses need education in the reality of homelessness and the complexity of the
homeless community.
One of the ways this circle of topics is important is that it shows that some people are
forming opinions or taking action without challenging their assumptions and understanding
what is most useful to know. It also indicates that people don’t always know what is being
provided by the myriad of services, or how they personally might be most helpful.

Loop: Engaged and Integrated Community
Educating Homeless People and the Public connects us to the loop titled, Engaged
Policies and
Bureaucracy

Root
Causes

and Integrated Community. This loop conveys the different ways people saw how they might
collaborate with each other, with GovernEducating
ment and Service Providers. It also
Homeless
conveys the many ideas participants shared
People and
for how to stay informed, what they might
the Public
do in their respective neighborhoods, or
simply what they might do as individuals. If the
Government
and Service
Providers

Root Causes are known, the quality of

government Policies and the actions of the
Bureaucracy improves. Government
Community
oversight through more detailed and
Groups
encompassing policies and guidance that governEngaged and Integrated ment gives to service providers in their service
delivery to homeless people becomes more eﬃcient
Community
and eﬀective. As more community
members are encouraged to become
Figure 6: Engaged and Integrated Community
actively involved with the government
and interact with staﬀ and its
bureaucracy, they become better informed. Many groups who participated in Homeless Talk
shared their desire to become more active in Community Groups, which could help local
homeless people directly, volunteer with service agencies and participate in improving
government policies and funding. The comments that make up this loop show the willingness
of the community to interact with each other and their government to help resolve
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homelessness. Overall, the loop shows how a highly informed and engaged community
reinforces a constant feedback loop of what works and what doesn’t for neighborhoods and
individuals.
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What Participants Told Us

The following sections are a listing of all of the twenty-one themes, a brief summary of what
was recorded, some topics and a sampling of actual quotes. We have divided them into two
sections. The first section is a list of the themes that we have decided are suggestive of actions or even solutions, that we have titled Suggested Actions. The second section is a list of
participants’ opinions on diﬀerent aspects of homelessness, that we have titled Points of
View.

Suggested Actions
Root Causes
Strong emotions such as sadness and fear appeared as these topics were discussed. Some
people said this problem will never be fixed unless we start looking at its root causes.
We heard a great deal about low income housing: how it’s being produced now and how to increase production. People hoped for long-term sustainable solutions and saw housing as part
of the city’s basic infrastructure.
People were concerned about the lack of housing that homeless people could aﬀord as well as
the kinds of people (youth, people with jobs, foster kids, women, seniors. . .) who are currently
vulnerable to homelessness because of high rents and the lack of rent control regulations. Issues of rich and poor surfaced in these discussions with people fearing the pressures of corporate real estate and the ability of wealth to drive prices higher.
People talked about the causes of
homelessness such as aging out foster
children, the lack of friends and other
support networks, the absence of a
safety net, issues from childhood, mental disability and many other problems.
They spoke about bad choices by
themselves and others, but also about
societal issues like job loss, the cost of
living and childcare. They talked about
how criminal records make homelessness worse, their fear that people were
being over-medicated while in jail.
We heard that the current prevailing wage does not support even moderate housing costs.
There was concern that building houses would only attract more people and rents would con-
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tinue to rise. Medical expenses were also seen as a quagmire. Some felt that immigrants were
taking the available jobs and/or housing.
People wanted our community to tackle the overlapping, complex and multi-faceted causes of
the homeless crisis. In fact, some felt it was essential for any permanent solution. But, currently, there is no mechanism for this work. Where is the best place to start? Who has the responsibility?
Some of the topics we heard:
Our ability to solve the root causes will determine our success;
Housing is part of the city’s infrastructure, like electricity and sewage;
Tenants need a living wage;
Children need stability and shelter;
Tenants need an abundance of housing to protect against landlord abuse.
Some people said:
“Find out the root of becoming homeless and what can be done to stop it happening: income,
education, family connections, community connections, basic needs met, family issues and mental
health needs met.”
“The system doesn’t support people who make a
modest living.”
“When kids are stable inside, [it’s] easier to be stable
outside. Stability is your housing, your life. You have
to build your support level from ground up. When you
build a family, it’s hard to leave.”
“Santa Rosa [has an] inability to make changes because of infighting, conflicts, guilt, etc.”
“[There is a] disconnection between the needs of the many homeless people walking the
neighborhood and services to meet those immediate needs for food, shelter, healthcare and
solutions to prevent people from falling into homelessness.”

Government and Providers - Jobs
We heard people who understood that jobs and homelessness were inter-related and supported eﬀorts to provide homeless people with meaningful employment. Some stated that they
knew homeless were currently being employed by homeless service providers, and others en15

couraged that strategy. While acknowledging how diﬃcult it is to acquire and hold a job when
you are homeless, most saw the value of self-help and participation. The need for support services for those holding jobs without transportation, and those who are burdened by debilitating
conditions, was mentioned.
Some of the topics we heard:
Employment of homeless by homeless service providers for outreach and shelter support;
Classes in the trades and low-skilled occupations;
Increased transportation alternatives.
Some people said:
“Get help from the homeless to clean up
the litter.”
“We need to a program that puts people
together to share resources, match them
up, show them how to budget, and
counsel and mentor them.”
“[I want] communities that oﬀer hope
and safety nets: outreach and resources, employment opportunities that
can assist in life skills and long-term solutions for homelessness.”

Government and Providers -- Innovative and Traditional Housing
Some people spoke of “Housing for All” as their primary desire and a guiding principle for
housing. Given the current housing shortage, many ideas for unusual building and creative use
of space to generate this housing were on people’s minds. Some of these thoughts came with
a desire for simpler, more human-sized housing.
Some of the topics we heard:
Relax code regulation and oﬀer incentives to builders
Repurposed containers and tiny houses;
Encampments with communal bathrooms and kitchens;
Group housing such as dormitories, shared houses;
Use of currently vacant buildings such the former Community/Sutter hospital buildings and
property on Chanate.
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Some people said:
“More rental housing building and incentives for builders; encouragement of granny unit creation; code regulation to allow these.”
“My hope is that the community [will] develop new models of living as we have in ancient
times.”
“Permit parking for people without homes.”
“Would like to see big community of tiny houses built on a site where there’s a communal
kitchen, showers, & electric hook-ups that would be in a safe, protected area.”

People talked about unused buildings and land in Santa Rosa and the surrounding area. People expressed bewilderment and asked why everyone can’t be sheltered or housed since there
is unused land in Sonoma County. They wondered about bureaucratic hoops. People were
interested in converting empty buildings, hotels and unused land to various kinds of housing
and shelter. Some were particularly concerned about mothers, children and families. People
spoke of the need for rent control, rent rollbacks and just cause eviction.
Some of the topics we heard:
Granny units and using land for pre-fabricated small homes;
Re-purposing large buildings into small or large spaces;
Use of abandoned homes, failing motels, and/or city property;
Build more cheap apartments;
Rent control;
Use old FISH property (North and Benton St).
Some people said:
“Tent communities and Chanate;
Downtown garages [for overnight
stays in tents].”
“That all [people] will have a place until
permanent housing is available. Tented camps, a place for anyone who
wants to be in the open. Safe parking
place for everyone who wants or
needs it. Tiny houses, permanent or
transitional, group housing in unused
17

buildings. Clean fresh water everywhere: water fountains. Clean restrooms for all.”
“[It’s my dream that] the city government enacts rent control and rollbacks and just-cause evictions.”
“Building very small spaces is better than sleeping under a bridge”
"The idea of hiring real estate professionals is that they are professionals at finding housing and
know how to speak a business language that landlords will understand. “We should not expect that landlords will rent out of kindness, but out of economic interest. Real estate professionals know how to make this case.”

Government and Providers – Other Models
People were enthusiastic about models they saw as successful from other places throughout
the U.S. and the world. Most emphasized doing the research necessary to explore the models
that were being used, and some identified the importance of long-term secured aﬀordable
housing, storefront commercial employment. People talked about new housing design and
land use experiments.
Some of the topics we heard:
A complex with a storefront oﬃce with advocates, job placement and second-hand store;
Sweat-equity group housing development;
Mattress and appliance refurbishing store, with skill development and self-help support;
Decentralized aﬀordable housing;
More research into long-term secured aﬀordable housing;
New housing design and land use alternatives.
Some people said:
“We need new housing models! We should turn our passion toward new models.”
“In Eugene, OR, people were taught how to rehab old appliances, to clean and refurbish mattresses, to run a glass foundry (items for purchase…). A woodworking shop taught them to
build housing and furniture. Second-hand clothes shop for funding and there were other
projects, businesses, etc. The city set all this up in abandoned buildings. Website: http://
freshgrok.com/satarah/SVdp/index.php5”
“Begin a Center like the Wishing Well. This would be a storefront with advocates, placement
services, and a second-hand store. The Police could take people to this Center instead of just
displacing them from downtown and under bridges.”
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“[In] Norway, [they have] a socialized government. Instead of police, the Social Worker comes
around and they specialize in the street culture. If you’re a widow, they come to talk. If they
see anyone who needs help, they seek them out. Rather than separating people out, it’s all the
same. The homeless, the widow, the elderly. No demonizing, marginalizing or ostracizing.”

Government and Providers – Rents, Subsidies and Regulations
There was an awareness of the current tight rental market and the campaign to bring about an
ordinance to support rent stability and establish a just cause eviction process in the City. In
addition, most advocated for policies and funding to construct more aﬀordable housing.
Some of the topics we heard:
Enact local Just Cause eviction process;
Expand public programs for rent subsidies including vets;
Improve education about available subsidized housing;
Revise zoning which restricts new housing;
Construct more aﬀordable housing.
Some people said:
“[I hope] that the city-county will increase stock of aﬀordable housing. For starters require incorporation of aﬀordable units in newly developed complexes; don’t just require mitigation
fees, which don’t lead to new housing stock anytime soon.”
“Camp Michela [now Remembrance Village], the
public homeless encampment, had to move. The
Quaker meeting wanted to help but the nursery
and church next door were able to stop it even
though it wasn’t on their property. Could there be
regulations to prevent this kind of interference?”
“There seems to be this fight between tenants and
landlords around rent control. If the landlords are
able to raise the rent so high that people can’t afford it, we will have more homeless because of that.”
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Government and Providers – Tax Dollars
We heard strong support for using taxes, incentives, and revised regulations for more aﬀordable housing development.
Some of the topics we heard:
The use of bond funding to support new housing;
Rezone and institute fee reductions to allow second units;
Density bonuses for small and very low income projects;
Other incentives for reuse of old buildings.
Some people said:
“[The] county/city can minimize regulations in building low-income. Nothing is being done with
old Sutter Hospital after 2 yrs vacant. Put up tiny houses on county/city property. Tent cities.”

“Easing restrictions and the cost of developing adjacent structure on your property -- it is too
expensive to “permit” that. We need to amend the cost or restrictions. We need the mechanism for regulating rents.”
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“There needs to be incentives for someone to build 500 sq. ft. units. Allow this to be done
more economically…allow for decent size projects, [more units] to justify the cost. Fees for
[units] under 1000 sq. ft. should be very [low] to make the projects economically feasible.”

Government and Providers – Services
A great number of supportive services and resources were identified by participants as essential to successfully transition homeless
people to permanent housing. Several local
non-profit groups were acknowledged for their
expertise, eﬀectiveness, and their specialized
services to accommodate the unique needs of
the large variety of those who are homeless in
Santa Rosa.
Some of the topics we heard:
A “Living Room” for men;
More services for aged-out foster kids and
teens;
Peer-run support services;
More caseworkers;
A crisis residential unit for homeless people;
Places where homeless people can do their laundry and make a phone call;
More public bathrooms;
Permitted camping sites for people without cars;
Case management with realistic caseloads;
Better protection from violence when homeless;
Barter Board system throughout the community;
Drop-in centers near services and low-cost housing - a place where you can be heard.
Some people said:
“[We need] lockers, washers, dryers, phones, and access to resource & referral information.”
“There’s diﬀerent kinds of homeless (families, mental health victims, students who can’t aﬀord
housing, veterans, etc). We need to understand how to serve each of these distinct populations.”
“I live next to the Dream Center. They run a tight ship and it’s a multi-pronged approach: food,
education, employment, health services, etc.”
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Groups and Community Organizations - Building Community
People spoke of the need for one-on-one advocacy, like sponsors, mentors or friends. They
said that without help, people lose housing. There was interest in more collaboration with
providers; private businesses, faith-based organizations, non-profits, community groups, and
homeless people.
Some of the groups wanted to move towards action right away and suggested the development of activities within their own neighborhoods.
Some of the topics we heard:
Create an assessment team;
Form mentorships;
Advertise for roommates;
Recruit volunteer liaisons;
Build neighborhood infrastructure.
Some people said:
“Oakmont could be a great advocacy bloc for seniors’ low income housing.”
“There are homeless [people] at SRJC and SSU. These young people are motivated to change
their lives. Perhaps people with spare bedrooms, empty nesters, might be matched with students. Perhaps they could trade chores for rent.”
“We could have a small team, a kind of action team. If you are homeless without an advocate,
you’re not going to get out of it. I’m fortunate to have an advocate: one-on-one, like sponsors,
CASAs (Court Appointed Special Advocates). . .”

Individuals - What Individuals Can Do
In looking at solutions, some give more weight to personal responsibility; others to social and
societal support, but many see a necessity for a both. Some people expressed a desire to help
homeless individuals directly, whether through something as small as oﬀering a smile or by taking someone into your home. Others wanted to be part of a group eﬀort like helping at a
homeless non-profit or being part of a neighborhood or community eﬀort. Many talked about
the emotional cost of knowing the pain of homeless people and the need to express sadness
and use self-care when helping.
Ideas shared for individuals included volunteering for service providers; setting up an emergency response number and someone to help on the other end; talking about the experience
22

of homelessness to those with homes; donating lumber or shipping containers; and learning
about mental illness.
Some of the topics we heard:
Show an interest in homeless individuals, overcome your fear and give them a smile;
Listen to homeless people and demonstrate compassion;
Be careful not to overextend yourself;
Acknowledge the pain;
Open your home on a short-term basis;
Help with simple things.
Some people said:
“We avoid this issue because it is so overwhelming. Crying is a real response to this
conversation.”
“As an individual the most important thing we can do is treat them as human, regardless of
their health, hygiene or addictions.”
“Find ways to break invisibility. People are raised to “not see.” Our country is based on super
individuality. The way we do it at VOICES is to say, Hi, how are you? We don’t care if they just
got out of jail or detox. You must just start meeting them diﬀerently.”
“This guy was outside the store and I gave him
$5. My aunt was in shock and asked why. I said,
it’s not my choice to decide what he spends his
money on, but it’s my choice to help.”
“My hope for something better is the new generation moving into politics and that more awareness is being brought in.”
The following themes represent points of view
that people shared. These themes give us a
sense of how people think and feel about various
aspects of homelessness.
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Points of View
Being Homeless
Homeless Talk made an eﬀort to include and hear from homeless people. They reported their
personal reasons for homelessness, their experiences, and fears. Others described situations
with homeless friends, relatives, or encounters with strangers. We found a wide range of situations, motivations, and attitudes among homeless people. Their only common denominator is
a lack of legal residence.
Some people said:
“I support a daughter who does not have the resources. It is harder and harder for her to get
started.”
“It was a choice. I was getting high. Everyone that loved me did not want me around. They
didn’t want to watch me try and commit suicide. Then I played the “whiner card.” I filled out
all the disability papers. Then medications plus street drugs. Streets only place I could act irresponsibly, no bills to pay. It was a choice to not want to be responsible. I had a few bad
cards dealt to me and I didn’t choose other cards. I said screw it and played my own game.
Then I made another choice and I called these guys. [Crossing the Jordan] No longer disabled.
Live with these guys. Had back surgery. Can now work. Have a job and get a paycheck. I
have community here. I have faith and courage restored. I know what I want and I know how
to obtain it. I’ve been here 6 months. I’m no longer a victim. This program is life transformational, transfer from f-- it to how may I serve you.
“My biggest concern is that I will be out on the street myself next year. That sits on the bottom
of my stomach.”
“As a 22-year volunteer at the Living Room, I still find women caught between room in a shelter
[or] with no place for the night. Far too many revolve [between] staying at shelters, names on
waiting list for housing. Our new facility at the Living Room is meeting the needs of many still
parking in their cars and more service.”
“My uncle was homeless for 10 years and he suﬀers from schizophrenia. He should get more
help.”
“[Homeless people are] used to chaos. I’ve been stable for over a year, but am still waiting for
something bad to happen.”
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Visibility of Homeless People
There were comments from people who said they had
seen homeless people in our community. They reported
seeing encampments, people sleeping in cars, panhandling at store parking lots, squatting in vacant homes
and overcrowded rentals, and garbage/recycle bin hunting in neighborhoods. Areas mentioned included downtown, Railroad Square, Burbank Gardens, and Rincon
Valley. There was a comment to the eﬀect that there is
more family support among Latinxs, so fewer of them
appear to be homeless.
Some of the topics we heard:
Sleeping in the cold;
In the middle of the road in the rain;
Pushed out by SMART Train or the new Courthouse
Square;
Driving through the underpass-saw 20–28 people and a
downtown tree which was home to about 8 people;
Women without a place for the night;
Issues of human dignity.
Some people said:
“There’s a lot of saying, not doing. We’re seeing children on the street corners begging with
their mothers—they are not in school. We’re seeing it in Rincon Valley…a mom and her kids
begging in front of Safeway.”
“I see a lot of people mobilizing right now to do advocacy and activist work.”
“I see more American people than Mexicans on the streets. Latinos take care of each other.
The Americans are diﬀerent; they don't care about their family, the culture is diﬀerent. Mexicans
work on the corners, but when they blame people [for being homeless], it’s Mexicans [they
blame]. “

Stigma, Biases and Assumptions
This wide-ranging topic encompassed how housed people perceive people who have become
homeless and their behaviors; the basis of the problem, its complexity, and the role of the
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community in response. It also included feelings of personal guilt and
hopelessness for a solution. There
was a concern that we are not doing
enough or doing the wrong things as
well as the negative impact on businesses, neighborhoods and the environment. There was much discussion about the role of the faith-based
community.
Some of the topics we heard:
Diﬀering perspectives about the amount of crime among homeless and charging people without homes with quality of oﬀenses;
Lack of suﬃcient and appropriate services; the complexity of delivering services and providing
aﬀordable housing for the poor;
Personal responsibility and initiative;
Guilt and being uncomfortable around/about the homeless;
The role of churches and government to address the issue.
Some people said:
“[I have a] concern that the homeless are branded as ‘disposable people’”
“Homeless are the problem of the churches.”
“Hope for something better: that they ‘go away’”
“How is it possible to meet all the needs and wants of
homeless, citizens, merchants, visitors, etc.?“
“I don’t want to provide homes for people who choose
over and over to be addicts and alcoholics. In my book
this is “enabling.” Assistance needs to involve commitment to treatment.”
“I feel guilty that I have.”
“I never went to college and never got anything handed
down to me, instead of a consumer, I am a producer, I
employ people. A lot of people who expect to be given
things, like [receiving the benefits of] Aﬃrmative Action,
expect more.”
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Basic Needs
We heard agreement that the following were essential: toilets, showers, cooking facilities, food
storage, clothing, sleeping bag or blankets, washers and dryers, shelters and tents without police harassment, mattress or bed, and medical care.
Some of the topics we heard:
Aﬀordable, sustainable housing and access to fresh healthy food;
A city that builds trust among its residents, a city that looks after one another, knows one another;
People need showers, bathroom and to be warm.
Some people said:
“Basic needs being met daily -- clothing, shelter, food, medical attention.”
“Lack of sanitation facilities for homeless; lack of networking to find housing when people are
becoming homeless.”
“My hope is that those [who] are homeless have resources and programs to 1) get a home, 2)
get a job, and 3) receive education on how to maintain/keep it.”

Young Adults, Youth and Children
We heard many comments in this category. Some reflected
on the impact of being homeless on children’s development,
as well as a concern about the manipulation of children who
panhandle with their parents. They spoke about the aging
out of foster youth, the large number of SRJC students that
are homeless, and the need to give high priority to homeless
children. Multi-generational homelessness and the lack of
family services vs. single parent support were also a concern. Others were troubled about children missing out on
school and the many safety issues of being homeless. Children in the talks reported feeling unsafe and fearful around
homeless people, and saddened that they couldn’t help.
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Some of the topics we heard:
Make children a high priority. Provide family services and family
counseling;
Expand SAY services; provide job training;
Make the public more aware of the issues of older youth and SRJC
student homeless.
Some people said:
“Too many children are homeless. Top priority -- children of homeless.”
“I see families – adults with small children in the parking lot — concern for their safety and
concerned that a parking lot is not very comfortable! What do they do at night?”
“Childcare is almost non-existent for homeless; some communities have a little available but
not much, nothing here that I am aware of.”
“Eight hundred homeless students at Santa Rosa Junior College, they’re sleeping on peoples'
couches. Some of them have to quit school because they can’t make it. They’re trying to get
an education so they can get a job and get a house, but they can’t even aﬀord school or housing.”

Safety
Safety was a major concern for both housed and unhoused people. This included fear of encountering homeless people, public areas used by homeless people no longer safe for public
use by those with houses (parks, bike trails), and diﬃculty of feeling both safe and compassionate. Concern was expressed for the safety of the homeless who were pushed out of safer
(lit) places, the crime that impacts vulnerable people and the dangers specifically for women.
Some people said:
“Fear and frustration -- I’m afraid to encounter people”
“Pushing people out of downtown from safer lit place to less safe and darker places”
“Bicycle theft ring in Santa Rosa, and feeling safe to ride my bike on Santa Rosa Creek and
Joe Rodota Trail”
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“Alternatives to homelessness are sometimes unsafe, especially for females and children who
suﬀer exploitation and physical/sexual abuse.”

Health Implications
People expressed concern that not enough was being done to help those whose health conditions were made worse by a lack of access to preventive health care. They looked for ways to
support healthy lifestyles. They noted the lack of routine when a person lives outside, and how
that does not support the use of medications for mental and physical conditions. Many expressed their belief that the mental health of homeless people was seriously impacted by outdoor living conditions, and that not enough services were oﬀered to assist them to maintain a
medical regimen. The lack of services for homeless addicts was mentioned, as well as the destruction to health and community caused by addictions.
Some of the topics we heard:
Access to mental health and drug/alcohol rehab services;
Aﬀordable housing with supportive services;
Public education on mental illness and how to provide support to homeless people with a mental disability;
Increased drug/alcohol/mental health services.
Some people said:
“I hope addicted and mentally ill people will be homed and given ongoing medical and psychological support.”
“[I’m concerned about the] number of physically disabled women over 50, non-drug dependent
on the streets with walkers, heavy bags.”
“Health impact to community - the homeless often have a psychiatric illness burden that is
compounded by their situation and that in turn places burden on the community; ultimately [it]
has a hygiene impact, impact to business/community.”
“People who are addicted to drugs and alcohol, mentally ill, developmentally disabled… may
or may not be able to do the jobs. There are not enough services and treatment options to
help the mentally disabled and addicts.”
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Employment and Income
We heard participants generally agree that the cost
of living in the City is out of control, and that employment and high wages were essential to maintaining local housing. Too many barriers to getting
jobs exist for homeless, and the loss of a job leads
too many to homelessness.
Some of the topics we heard:
We need jobs, education and a way for people to
make a living;
We need living wages, and more industrial jobs;
We need adequate income, housing, and case management.
Some people said:
“Macro: Our economic system is out of whack - why? The stress on families, especially children. Micro: Where is the net for help? It’s not wide—community and individual compassion.”
“We can save up money in a shelter, make down payment, but then what? Still can’t aﬀord all
the expenses...utilities, phone, rent, food.”
“Cost of living is huge in this county. It’s insane. It’s ridiculous. Focus on more shelters but we
are missing the point. People not meant to be living in shelters. We need permanent homes.
Need to feel like we are contributing.”
“Even people who work full time are homeless.”

Housing Affordability
Concerns included high rents which force people to move,
live-in shared crowded housing in less safe areas or substandard units. Most agreed that there were too few apartments and cheap houses available, and rents are too high for
the average income level. Aﬀordable housing subsidies in
developments expire, and revert to market-rate housing. This
scarcity allows landlords to require big deposits, high credit
scores, clear background checks, and to limit children and
pets. Specialized housing and services for people with
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mental health issues or mothers with children is lacking. Some housing developments restrict
unrelated or younger people from living with owners.
Some of the topics we heard:
Build more permanent housing;
Get people into permanent housing first, then services (permanency will solve a lot of people’s
issues);
Explore ways to create more shared housing opportunities….especially for single homeowners
who are living in large homes (Oakmont) and may want/need companions;
Create more transitional housing for women and children;

Address ways to limit rental application fees and upfront deposits.
Some people said:
“We have a lot going on in Santa Rosa to build aﬀordable housing but a lot of it expires after 8
years, 15 years. It’s a crazy model. Then the apartments become market rate. That’s run by
developers and builders in the city. In Boulder, this doesn’t happen anymore.”
“[I’m concerned] that the privatization and commoditization of real estate in the free market
precludes some socio-economic groups from having homes. Renting has become as expensive as buying. Man can aﬀord neither.”
“That’s why housing first works. These people are living to survive. Once folks have a place to
sleep and put their things, the rest will get figured out.”

Educating Homeless People and the Public
People said that more education needs to occur, both within the homeless community about
the resources and avenues to self-suﬃciency, and throughout the entire community about the
causes and conditions of the homeless. They said more education would strengthen hope and
encourage compassion. A number of participants urged the City to use more creativity in their
community education.
Some of the topics we heard:
More funds and programs to help the homeless with re-education and information;
More education on homelessness and more compassion;
Need to educate people about who is homeless. It is us. We’re all part of it.
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Some people said:
“I hope that awareness will be raised and more compassion is put forth towards the homeless
community.”
“Educating Homeless People: It doesn’t work if people are scattered around. If they are in one
spot, social workers and others can more easily find people to bring resources. An encampment type of place is also a way to educate the general public.”
“The new City Accessory Dwelling Unit regulations are a start, but they need to do education
and outreach to make people aware. I’d like the city to further reduce fees for these smaller
units.”
“I hope there are opportunities for all these people to be engaged in society. I want their lives to
be fulfilling in some way.”

Policies and Bureaucracy
Participants expressed frustration with local government’s inability to address the issues of
housing development, services needed by homeless, public safety, and coordinating the actions of the many local programs funded by local, state, and federal funds.
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Some of the topics we heard:
Allocate more tax funding to housing and services (ballot initiative);
Better coordination among local governments;
Restore federal budget with less military expenditures;
Change City regulations and demand low income housing in all developments;
Enforce federal and state responsibilities, not just local responses.
Some people said:
“[I want] community programs that focus on the well being of the homeless-includes food,
medicine, mental help, homes, work programs, security for a safe area and programs for families.”
“The City is looking at an ordinance about inclusionary housing, dropping some of the expensive regulations and fees, and other options.”
“I don’t know what the City government is doing and I need more education. Because I don’t
know, it feels like nothing is going on. We can’t all do everything. Someone needs to be taking
care of it. I cannot believe that we are spending so much money to re-do downtown Santa
Rosa. It upsets me so much. That money should go to the homeless or to mental health care.”

Ideal Home
People dreamed of safety, security, aﬀordable housing for all and the ability of families and future generations to stay in communities where they grew up. Some wanted quiet neighborhoods with land to grow food. Some wished for home ownership or to have their adult children
nearby. One person simply said they would like to aﬀord a home in the city in which they grew
up.
Some of the topics we heard:
A safe place to recharge, where I could lock the door;
Away from traﬃc noise but not too remote;
A community where people are housed and able to aﬀord it; home as the basis for starting a
new life.
Some people said:
“Families can stay where they grew up.”
“That all people can have housing and not struggle to keep it. “
“Ideal home would be a nice little place with a garden.”
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Our Process

Recognizing a general, national trend of political polarization, our hope with this project was to
find a way to bring people together in a meaningful exchange of ideas, even when we disagree.
We hoped our project would bring community members together, not just the ones who often
step forward to help, but others too, who might be thinking about the issue and have important
insights to oﬀer. We thought that, if people’s ideas were heard by others, they might begin to
play a larger role in doing something about homelessness.
The early meetings of the project were fairly diverse. We attracted people from government
agencies and the city council; non-profit, educational and church leaders, as well as independent individuals with a range of age, class background and skin color. We discussed who was
not in the room and brainstormed how to bring them into the project. Over time, the large
group meetings dwindled and a small group took shape as a steering committee. A coalition
partnership formed from two active community groups, Santa Rosa Together and Homeless
Action! who became the de facto sponsors of the project, Homeless Talk, a Citywide Conversation on Homelessness.
At any particular time in the project, from four to eight steering committee members met weekly. Of the eight members, one member was homeless and two were strong homeless advocates. These three were members of the activist group, Homeless Action! The others consisted of four members of Santa Rosa Together (one belonged to both SRT and HA!), one was an
organization development consultant and one was a community organizer.
In the early months, it seemed that we had good connections in the homeless community, and
would be able to attract homeless people to our meetings. We had diﬀerent opinions and biases on the topic of homelessness, but ultimately held a compassionate stance. Not faced
with the tension of strong competing political diﬀerences, we lacked good connections with
people and groups who had diﬀerent opinions. We hoped that committing ourselves to holding
open, neutral spaces for all participants, we would attract all points of view.
Our conversation format was created to encourage dialogue, as opposed to debate. We wanted conversations that encouraged participants to listen first, and then to respond to what they
heard. We asked some questions, if the conversations lagged, but our facilitation was focused
on hearing others, encouraging conversation flow and giving everyone a chance to speak without interruption. Facilitators instructed the small group participants to share by taking turns
around the group circle, at least twice, before allowing people to share when moved to do so.
The structure of the conversations included listening.
Through the Homeless Talk project, we conducted nineteen conversations with approximately
500 participants. We organized small group facilitators and recorders for note-taking, at every
event. We sought out and enlisted hosts, people from various community groups, asking them
to invite us into their gatherings for a Homeless Talk. It was a significant volunteer eﬀort with
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over 1,000 hours donated by steering committee members, site hosts, facilitators, note-takers
and support volunteers.
As we mentioned, we intended to invite a diversity of groups and we kept other design goals in
mind. One of us worked to ensure that our early decisions were in line with our objectives.
Another person brought awareness that homeless people might t speak freely in groups that
were afraid, judgmental or intolerant of homeless people in general. We wanted to include any
marginalized group or one that held a special interest on the topic. Our hopes for diversity
were grand, but the reality came up short on inclusion.

Funding

The Project received a start-up grant for $400 from Santa Rosa Together and $1,000 grant from
the Community Advisory Board’s Community Improvement Grant program. Additionally, we
received $2,500 was received from St. Joseph’s Health System’s Community Benefit Department to cover meeting materials, food, volunteer recognition, and preparation of the final report.
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Figure 7: Trajectory of Events

Two Important Take-Aways
Take-away #1
It takes a strong eﬀort for an all-white steering committee to create diversity in any project.
Some of us did not anticipate a robust Santa Rosa dynamic that those who are middle class or
higher, as well as those with higher education and liberal leanings, would be most interested
and active in discussions of this social issue. The segregation of Santa Rosa includes the segregation of the white, black and brown communities, but also communities of diverse opinions,
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business and nonprofit communities, and class separations. To fully integrate a process such
as Homeless Talk requires a deeper analysis of these long-term divisions, and a concentrated,
strategic eﬀort to bridge them over time.
Several important and specific communities were not a major part of Homeless Talk. These
groups are homeless people; business owners, and people of color. We consider each of
these failings below.
Homeless People
Individual homeless people were present at most of the Homeless Talk conversations. Several
Homeless Talks (at Oliver’s, Glaser Center, SRJC Neighborhood Association, Arlene Francis
Center, Crossing the Jordan, Interlink and VOICES), included a significant number of people
who were homeless or had been homeless. Because of them, this report includes input from
some sub-categories of homeless people: specifically those between the ages of 15-25; drug
and/or alcohol users; and those living with mental disabilities. It also includes some homeless
people who don’t fit any of those categories.
However, we failed in our attempt to hold meetings for a cross-section of only homeless people. There was no opportunity for homeless people who were not served as a particular subpopulation to gather in a safe space with each other for a Homeless Talk.
African Americans, Latinxs, Asians and Pacific Islanders, Native Americans
Latinxs and Spanish-speakers are approximately 30% of Santa Rosa’s population. Early meetings of the steering committee included a Latino activist but, when he was called away by other commitments, the steering committee became an all-white group. We cultivated the contacts we had in the Latinx community and met with a successful Latinx organizer for advice.
We printed a Spanish version of our initial brochure, and got a commitment from a Spanishspeaking, trained facilitator for Homeless Talks. We sent emails and made phone calls to individuals we knew in various communities of color asking them to set up a homeless talk conversation among their organizations and connections. We held one bi-lingual Homeless Talk
with a majority of Latinx community members.
None of this was enough. Individual Homeless Talks attracted one or more African-Americans,
Latinxs, and possibly other people of color, but this report significantly lacks input from a
cross-section of non-white Santa Rosa residents, including Native Americans and other nonEnglish language groups.
The Business Community
Our Steering Committee members had a history in non-profit and development work, but were
weak in other areas of business. Although we drew individuals from the business world to various Homeless Talks, we were able to schedule only one abbreviated conversation with a group
that held a distinct business point of view.
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Take-away #2
It takes time to get to know each other and a lot of energy to accomplish goals. Self-governing
and self-organizing group processes are messy. It is natural to go through periods of divergence to become stronger collaborators.
Everyone on the project was a volunteer, so we needed to know who was going to continue to
show up, and then get to know each other. We needed to figure out specifically what our goals
would be and how we would accomplish them. We needed to understand our varied work
styles, time constraints and the nuances of each other’s political points of view. All of this took
time and eﬀort. Even with little political discord in our steering committee, we experienced the
challenges of collaboration.

What We Would Do Next Time
1. Identify the diverse demographics of the community and create a strategy for enlisting them
into the Steering Committee from the start. More time spent on this in the beginning will
save time later. Aside from our diversity goals, we needed a large organizing group. The
work was often overwhelming and the outcome suﬀered as a result.
2. Any white-led conversation leadership group should give themselves the task of reaching out
and making connections to people in groups outside their own. They could begin by using a proven model or strategy for inclusion. A great deal of time and resources should
be directed at making strong and deep connections with other members of the community within the first months of planning. The work should/could include door-to-door
canvassing or any other face-to-face conversations.
3. Expanding the conversations to include less formal meeting environments would have produced some of the comments we missed. This might include more one-on-one conversations at farmers markets, local stores, community events, or they might include smaller
group conversations at people’s houses.
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Recommendations

Our project produced lots of recommendations from participants. We’ve categorized some of
the highlights below and invite stakeholders to choose any of them to pursue. Based on our
analysis of the conversations, the steering committee has created some action steps. The
Participant Conclusions below are ideas that came from one or more Homeless Talk conversations. The Steering Committee Action Steps sections are the product of over a year of
work attending, analyzing and thinking of practical implementations for the participants’ ideas.

Community and Transparency
Participant Conclusions
• There is an untapped reservoir of goodwill and a desire to help homeless people and/or end
homelessness in Santa Rosa. Although some people see simple ways to solve homelessness, most see it as a complex issue similar to poverty, healthcare and housing.
• Even prior to the October fires, a significant number of Santa Rosa residents, possibly for different reasons, believed that the situation around homelessness in Santa Rosa is unacceptable. There is strong public support to change the status quo and adopt new
housing strategies.
• People suggested a monthly dashboard on the city website and in local media showing the
number of people who are unhoused, newly-housed and other crucial facts about the
progress of ending homelessness.
• People see a role for churches, community groups and collaborative eﬀorts. They reported a
significant amount of eﬀort and encouraged others to help individual homeless people, as well as to join organizations: to work in food pantries, the nomadic shelter and
regular meals.

Steering Committee Action Steps
• Because transparency is a critical aspect in finding solutions that will achieve community
support, we encourage the city to implement the Open Government Task Force Report of 2015. We applaud the city’s improved website and encourage them to continue this expansion.
• We encourage the City to budget for the creation and support of neighborhood organizations
which could provide regularly held “city-wide conversations” on homelessness, post
fire planning and other issues. This network would allow grassroots and volunteer
groups to routinely achieve a broader city-wide dialogue when important issues arise.
• Some organizations bring particular expertise with under-served populations of unique needs
and challenges. VOICES, a marginalized, transition-age youth center, builds strong
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support for youth and builds leadership capacity. The Interlink Self-Help Center
works peer-to-peer with people facing mental health challenges. Crossing the Jordan
provides housing and support to recovering addicts. In the course of the conversations, we met these groups and believe they could and should play a stronger leadership role. We encourage other groups and leaders to include these organizations, and
others like them, in integrated planning and solutions.
• We recommend and encourage residents to engage and participate in the development of
the city’s budget and support housing finance initiatives.

Housing and Shelter
Participant Conclusions
• Many people look to both city and county government for leadership and funding for
homeless initiatives, including the production of alternative and standard
housing.
• People want “outside the box” thinking and solutions in the use of government land,
models from other areas, and the placement of aﬀordable housing across all
neighborhoods.
• Some people are looking for rent subsidies and changes to regulations to support
renters. Some believe government support detracts from individual success;
others are looking at lobbying and advocacy to implement improved protections.
• Informal, unregulated camps of homeless people are a risk both to the environment
and the health of those who live in them. People encouraged the police, public works, health department and other government leaders to take both these
risks seriously.
Steering Committee Action Steps
• It’s obvious that the fires have redefined the number of homeless and at-risk people within
the city. It is important to the community that government and agencies update the
homeless census as soon as possible.
• We recommend the City update the Housing Action Plan to reflect the reality of the impact of
the fires.
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• We find the City’s Housing Action Plan, with a “Housing for All” strategy as a significant step
in the right direction. We encourage the city, developers and consultants to hold
planning meetings targeted to specific socio-economic groups, before designing and
building housing.
• The Housing First philosophy assumes an ample supply of various low-income housing options. Given the additional burden of housing our residents with a decreased housing
stock, we support a strategy “on all fronts” with both temporary and permanent housing.
• The fire destroyed approximately 5% of our housing stock. With a lot more people seeking
housing and shelter, we all know a dire housing situation has been made worse. We
recommend a reevaluation of the Housing First strategy.
• We recommend developing designated temporary safe havens for auto and R.V. parking and
safe camping dispersed throughout the city.
• Over time, we encourage the development of high-density, infill development including alternative housing models.
• There is a unique opportunity for the “pre-fire” homeless community to benefit from the resources, and public goodwill marshaled to respond to the fire. As Sonoma County
continues with its rebuilding eﬀort, we believe it is crucial to include representation of
marginalized voices in any setting of priorities.
• There may be a tendency to expedite recovery strategies without much public input. We encourage city and county leaders to beware of sacrificing inclusion for eﬃciency.

Services and Support
Participant Conclusions
• Services are important to people. Many people believe that homeless people don’t know
what services are available. Some wished for more and/or diﬀerent services, including
a one-stop service center similar to the post-fire Local Assistance Center.
• Some people called on our community to tackle the complex causes of homelessness,
among them were mental illnesses, lack of housing, lack of a living wage and jobs,
and the frayed safety net.
• There is a desire for more trained mental health workers to help people who are homeless, as
well as for emotional help for individuals who support homeless people.
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• Many people know there are ways individuals can help, although some experience strong
emotions when engaged in direct services. Support and teamwork during initial encounters and early relationship building is helpful.
• Participants encouraged individuals, congregations, and neighborhood groups to interact in
small teams in order to get to know and advocate for the unhoused people in their
neighborhoods.

Steering Committee Action Steps
• We support and encourage the city, county and service providers coming together in partnership to reach a common vision of the root causes of homelessness and to initiate a
cross-sector eﬀort to address them.
• We call on the academic community to utilize their resources to identify eﬀective strategies
and evaluate the eﬀectiveness of current practices.
• We recognize that the impact of the “quality of life” policies and ordinances may perpetuate a
cycle of homelessness. We believe that behaviors that constitute these oﬀenses are
mostly due to a lack of options. Until there are places where all people can sleep
safely, use the bathroom, dispose of trash and lock up their belongings, laws criminalizing these behaviors are counterproductive and ineﬀective.
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At this time of post-fire
reality, the stark nature of
homelessness is inescapable.
Let’s use this unique moment
to create a shared,
sustainable vision for an end
to homelessness.
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Appendix A: List of Illustrations

Cover. Residents by Artstart. With artists Daniel Doughty (left) and Mario Uribe (right). Mural
at the Palms Inn, housing for formerly homeless people in repurposed motel, Santa Rosa, California. Photo by Christopher Chung. Press Democrat.
Page 2. Introduction. Top left Street Kids by Art Hazelwood/ Western Regional Advocacy
Project, (WRAP), 2940 16th Street, Suite 200-2, San Francisco, CA, 94103, wraphome.org. Top
right Safeground 9 Francisco Dominguez. Bottom left Liliana Contreras and three of her children, from left, Edali, 6, Gloria, 2, and Johana, 9. Photo by Darryl Bush. Sonoma Magazine,
October 9, 2017.

Bottom right The Scavengers by Christine Hanlon – WRAP.

Page 5. Homeless Talk Logo by Santa Rosa Printing
Page 7. Tackling Homelessness by Data Logo. Webinar by Eric McHenry, CIO at City of Santa
Rosa, and Clare Hegg, Product Marketing Manager at Socrata. May 23, 2017.
Page 14. Apartment for Rent Sign. Freshome.com. Article by Mihai Heacock.
Page 15. Sonoma County Homeless with Pets Van. http://www.homelesswithpets.org/
Page 16. Quixote Village in Olympia, Washington. Press Democrat photo from Sharable.net.
Page 17. Firebombers Unload. Press Democrat photo from https://smilecom.wordpress.com.
Page 19. Russ Samson Reads at Original Camp Michela (now Remembrance Village). Photo
by Beth Schankler. Press Democrat. November 2, 2015.
Page 20. Sonoma County Funding and Decision-Making. “Overview of Homeless System of
Care,” study prepared by consulting firm, Home Base for Sonoma County and the City of Santa Rosa. August-September 2017.
Page 21. Clean Start Shower Bus. City of Santa Rosa website.
Page 22. Homeless. 2017 Sonoma County Homeless Resource Guide. www.sonomacountyhomeless.org
Page 23. Willing Worker. Photo by Francisco Dominguez – WRAP, Wraphome.org.
Page 25. Chanate for the Homeless. Article by Clark Mason. Press Democrat, March 20,
2016.
Page 26. Recycling in the Rain. Photo by Kent Porter.
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Page 26. Faux Street Revisited 2. Painting by Christine Hanlon - WRAP, Wraphome.org.
Page 27. Genius. Nili Yosha - WRAP. Wraphome.org.
Page 28. No Camping; No Parking. Stock Photo.
Page 30. Will Work for Food. Painting by Christine Hanlon - WRAP. Wraphome.org.
Page 30. Untitled. Art installation by Melissa Jones, photo by Angela Hart - Press Democrat,
March 2015.
Page 32. Sonoma County’s System of Care with Lines of Communication. From “Overview of
Homeless System of Care,” op. cit.
Page 33. Child’s Drawing of Home. From Sylla International, Inc.
Page 43. Change? “Homeless People are My Homies,” Real Life Comix by RATS. (RATS is
the pen name of a female artist who creates comix illustrating things she has heard other
homeless people say while she herself is unhoused in Santa Rosa. Check out the published
collection at thehomelessaremyhomies.tumblr.com).
Page 44. Kindred Spirits. Drawing by Ed Gould – WRAP. wraphome.org
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Appendix B: Homeless Talk Themes and Comments
Theme
Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total
Comments

Themes

21

Root Causes
Being Homeless
Visibility of Homeless People
Stigma, Biases, Assumptions
Basic Needs
Young Adults, Youth and Children
Safety
Health and Social Implications
Employment and Income
Housing Affordability
Education: Educating Homeless People and the Public
Policies and Bureaucracy
Suggested Actions
Community Orgs – Building Community to Help
Government and Providers – Innovative and Traditional Housing
Government and Providers – Tax Dollars and Funds for Housing
Government and Providers – Rents, Subsidies and Regulations
Government and Providers – Other Models
Government and Providers – Services
Government and Providers – Jobs
Individuals – What Individuals Can Do
Suggested Actions Total
Ideal Home

0

Duplicate Comments

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

72
53
48
132
28
41
52
116
23
33
30
28
99
88
42
32
21
126
20
65
493
13
153

Compiled Grand Total Comments

1315

1

Number

Comment
0 "if I had a bunch of money [I'd] make more places like this—please that you don’t necessarily have to be an addict, learn life skills,
get connected—buy big houses and make places like this for different populations"
0 3000 people living on the streets or don't have a place because they are sleeping on a sofa or a car. It’s a big problem and lots of
young folk too.
0 A bit scared…I live alone and in a back area of the landlord’s property. There is an alleyway and a lot of people traffic, a lot of
noise, shouting.
0 Affordable, sustainable housing and access to fresh healthy food.
0 All deserve shelter, food and to be safe.
0 and close to homeless with all those inherent problems.
0 and to pay, you pay the rent and the deposit. It’s a lot. I learned a lot.
0 At wedding in L.A. [I] drove through “Skid Row.” Hundreds of people were living on the street in that couple of blocks. [I
remember] being there as a child. It turned out, when one of the homeless died, he had helped needy children.
0 Attempt to house poor people.
0 Being part of a culture that doesn’t take care of it’s own.
0 Biggest concerns right now seeing families who under regular circumstances would have homes, now with lack of inventory are
becoming homeless. Children growing up with stigma of being homeless. She has never been homeless, but is always on the edge
growing up in a minority family. City council decisions have been making it hard to get beyond that edge.
0 Can’t go any farther west. As people once did. Work on attitudes.
0 Can’t imagine not having a home. Good to get involved-because of this group.
0 Children caught in crossfire, children not having choices
0 Children; old people and all a sense of community & safety; end violence and anger.
0 City Council involved after the election
0 City Gov. Who is the leader? Julie Combs
0 Community - Shame on you.
0 Community programs that focus on the well being of the homeless-includes food, medicine, mental help, homes, work programs,
security for a safe area and programs for families.
0 Concern for well-being of the homeless themselves. 2. I hope more housing provided immediately-and building affordable housing
in city limits.
0 Concern: Not enough housing. So many people are homeless. Everywhere I walk I see people who are homeless. Just walking
home. We have all these programs, but.... Not enough people even make enough to pay $700. Minimum wage won’t allow you to
afford this. Bothers me because I always fear I may not have enough funds and I could be homeless even though I haven’t
0 Concerned that there is not appropriate homeless services. What would it be like to be homeless? This concerns me. We need
more services.
0 Concerning that people are prejudiced against homeless people and that some think it is their fault.
0 Country was founded on God’s principles.
0 Crimes are being committed.
0 Develop Tent Communities like Camp Michela. They take responsibility for themselves and people support them because they are
taking care of themselves.
0 Different people need different things. We can’t determine what people need.
0 Do homeless know that we really care?

2

Number

Comment
0 Everyone needs to be educated.
0 Everyone should have a decent home. Obviously that’s not true today.
0 Everything about the problem concerns me.
0 Few available properties
0 Having access to [to what] they need to help them.
0 Homeless are generally respectful. Some can’t imaging getting out of homelessness. SR taking lead in the county. Alternate housing
solutions needed.
0 Homeless veterans.
0 Homelessness? I see a lot of it [here in Santa Rosa].
0 Hope there will be a solution.
0 Hopefully, and god willing, what you’re doing has results, and not only a few people are benefited, because we’re here to show our
support so people can make more housing.
0 Hopes: people don’t have to worry about where they have to sleep
0 Housing for families is needed.
0 How do we begin to care for 242-20 year olds?
0 Humanity crisis: pain, illness, cold loss of work, etc.
0 HUTS – small living spaces being built
0 I am most concerned about the alienation and degradation of humans without housing.
0 I am very concerned about how homeless people are living and the lack of understanding and help.
0 I appreciate the compassion yet feel helpless and overwhelmed to move it forward
0 I have a range of feelings, sadness and anger [among them].
0 I heard someone screaming in S.F. in frustration. With right medication he could have been different. The street was in chaos.
That's a big concern of mine.
0 I heard the Director of the Tenderloin Mission speak at the SoCo housing summit who said, “You need homeless more than they
need you.
0 I hope everyone that wants a place to call home should have shelter.
0 I live in this neighborhood, always has been a place that offers social services. I hear “rent control” will solve homelessness.
0 I will always hope for something better so the homeless don’t have to suffer.
0 I wonder how many shelters there are? There are a lot but they are all full.
0 I would be giving up security and stability if I didn't have a home.
0 I would hope that affordable housing and affordable wages start coming into effect.
0 I would like to see no homelessness beyond maybe 8% of what we have now.

3

Number

Comment
0 I would like to see places for everyone to live and the social services they need mixed into the community.
0 I've never been homeless, but know someone who has.
0 I’m kinda concerned that they’re not getting the full life that they deserve. Everyone was put on this Earth for a purpose and if they
are homeless they are not getting everything they deserve. I’m concerned for their health and safety.
0 If there was an easy solution there would have been one a while ago
0 If this county is too amazing, people will come from other places.
0 If this was an easy thing, it would’ve been solved already.
0 In Eugene, people were able to teach other people the job—pay it forward. Each one, teach one. Once people get housing they
need a job. This program has both.
0 information available to all citizens via county supervisors, City council, Press Democrat, etc. c) % affected goes down !!!!
0 Interesting to hear concerns for homeless people vs fear of homeless
0 It’s in the environment and human nature it’s a fine line to what you can do. If war on poverty worked, we wouldn’t…
0 It’s not as bad as NYC but it’s still cold here.
0 Lake County prime for “trailer trash” and underserved.
0 Litter and feces
0 Looking down on homeless people
0 Lots of adults ignorant. Think people are choosing to be homeless or on drugs or they don’t know that shelters are full
0 Many homeless folks be safe, comfortable, well-fed, in good health.
0 Many new ideas & energy to tackle some of them.
0 Marin Humane Society pays to buy dogs in (???Korea?) who are used for food. Dogs are important but cant we can’t house our
youth?
0 More housing, honorable employment, more health services (mental & physical) and food system improvements.
0 More spaces like the “Palms Inn.” Turn the motel behind the Thai Restaurant on Mendo into another space.
0 Most concerning: the amt of people living under bridges, taking up space and not respecting their space. 2. I’d like to see homeless
people have options, not sure what these are…hence the issues to get them off the streets
0 Most of us live in the “wealthy” area. Police, SMART no interested. NIMBY. The SR square doesn’t afford a space for the
homeless.
0 My home is my castle, my expression.
0 My hope is for more housing solutions such as tiny homes or the motel conversion on S.R.
0 My hope is that I’d like to see it gone (solved).
0 My hope is that people who are homeless are seen as part of the community.
0 My hope is to get more working programs, and earn their way out.
0 My ideas of an Preferences are changing. It would include being part of a community, with space for dogs.

4

Number

Comment
0 No hope. If we put a Band-Aid over 8 problems, at great psychic and practical costs, another 20 problems arise. Oy vey.; adopt a
homeless person; community work; build, build, build; [Use] city/county buildings; Housing First
0 One solution does not fit all.
0 People are dying and suffering unnecessarily because a basic human right of housing is not being met.
0 People sleeping in cold
0 people take "this only life” seriously
0 People treating homelessness or homeless people as if they are a disease, inferior.
0 People who are newly homeless don’t know where to go. I saw this in LA when we tried to get kids to sign up for Medi-Cal.
People don’t know what they are eligible for.
0 People who are outside lack necessities.
0 People who what homes cannot afford them is my chief concern.
0 Perfect example: they build a casino they put like acres of pavement and now all the water goes to a creek and it floods every year.
One problem leads to another.
0 Public, legal encampments
0 Q. Rules? Curfew is 8 PM. Otherwise expected to be with our group. “Tribal” Mixed sex. With kids. Several houses but we do
visits. Some of us don’t get along with one another but we work it out.
0 Recycle People.
0 Reduce height requirements
0 Reminded of homeless’s experience.
0 Resources needed to affect change and individual level care can be expensive and complex
0 Risk: there will be a backlash against homelessness because of this subset.
0 Sanitation, Safety, Security for victims of homelessness and for our community.
0 Santa Rosa is the biggest hot spot. SF buses run here. Youth come here during winter. We help out as much as we can. Try to get
them motivated.
0 Services that we know of: Nomadic Shelter at SR Christian Church, Guerneville Veterans Hall.
0 Shame, lack of support available
0 Similar age group but very different perspectives.
0 So many people on the street, in cars, so much suffering , so much crime, drug dealing, mental health problems.
0 SoCo thwarted the containers and now 242 unites tiny houses
0 Some people have left the church but its gotten to be rich connection
0 Stealing in the neighborhood
0 That all housing options will have a place until permanent housing is available. 2) tented camps-place for anyone who wants to be in
open. 24)safe parking place for everyone who wants or needs it. 24) tiny houses-permanent or transitional 4) group housing in
unused buildings. Clean fresh water everywhere: water fountain Clean restrooms for all.
0 That homelessness even exists in the US/world. That it isn’t going away/ that a “local, reliable information source” tell me/the
citizens what can and who is doing something to alleviate it does not seem to exist—but maybe this is YOU (HT?)

5

Number

Comment
0 That homelessness keeps increasing andnot decreasing. Landlords remodel and raise rents-unaffordable.
0 That lots of people in my neighborhood have no where to live inside.
0 That our cities and county will make it a top priority to provide at least basic shelter for homeless people in the short term, and
affordable long-term living situations in the coming years for all.
0 That our community of SR is afraid of homeless people.
0 That our homeless people are not getting their needs met.
0 That people ??? with homes…
0 That they are without a home, it’s not right.
0 That those who are the neediest among us have their most basic needs met.
0 That those without homes will feel productive and capable to improve their situation and not settle in their situation.
0 That we have families living on the streets.
0 The humanity is seen and response toward solutions is based there.
0 The need for people who are homeless to have a sense of belonging, hope and opportunity. (PK this may be a hope???)
0 The other day I counseled someone, needed clothes for her grand daughter. She was trying. (notetaker didn’t understand this)
0 The Palms – we need more places like that.
0 The person trapped outside is like a butterfly trapped in a ?hive? ?fire?, It is an intolerable suffering with no respite-even in the
shelter. It is a violence to the mind-body-heart-spirit and it is dignity-assaultive.
0 the social worker knows the neighborhood and helps the individual. Social work for everyone. They’ll hook you up. VERSUS in the
U.S. is seen from the “needy” but everyone needs help sometimes and the police are never involved in Norway.
0 The solutions for persons l like who are homeless in the area.
0 The stigma
0 The thing that can change is that [there are] lots of homeless but it doesn't seem like they want to live well ‘cause they have vices and
they live without rules on the street.
0 The way the police treat the homeless. 2.Availability of comfortable places for homeless people to stay day as well as night. 24.Ease
of access to bathroom facilities.
0 There are some homeless who want to be homeless. Action of a few hurt things for others.
0 There are two feelings – discomfort with some homeless and empathy, but don’t know what to do.
0 There is a misunderstanding about this influence of society.
0 There’s a lot of shame and stigma around this issue. It is extremely hard to be homeless.
0 These people are in bad situations and staying out of these situations is tough. Folks trying to figure out how to cope - the need for
counseling is huge. They also need some sort of routine.
0 They go to desperate measures.
0 Tiny houses - Fear – afraid to help – may bring more.
0 Too many of us are afraid of those who are homeless.
0 Unable to help

6

Number

Comment
0 Vandalism/trash/sanitation/sadness/worried for person/family/ashamed/not enough house/housing too expensive
0 We can’t meet needs of low-income folks in this land of plenty, especially children and families.
0 We have enough, the supply is there, e.g., the old hospital [on Chanate].
0 We seem to be confirming the definition of insanity-doing the same things over & over again and expecting a different result.
0 We should live safely and have a place to live.
0 We solved part of our homeless problem in CA by jailing them. Now fewer of them will be in jail. (PK-I’m not sure who “them” is
from the notes)
0 Where are the people who don’t have money? Can they move?
0 Where can the homeless people get some help.
0 Why are there so many? 2. My hope is for less people to be living on the street.
0 Working on a paper for school on homelessness. Went to the Palms to talk to vets.
0 Wrong side of tracks. Labels.
0 Yes (24 say this, lots of agreement) Motivating. I was an addrenaline junky before. If I get bored, I begin to spin out or get
unmotivated and don’t want to do anything.
1 I want to be direct and frank, and hopefully, we don't push for new houses and it doesn't go to the people who need it. And people
are still at the bottom.
1 [An] ounce of prevention worth a pound of cure
1 15 dollar minimum wage
1 and finally the population will increase because there are more houses, but we still won't be able to afford to live, ‘cause everything
will go up and be more money. Even parking will cost everywhere like in SF.
1 Any one of us could be homeless. The system doesn’t support people who make a modest living.
1 Barriers for subsidized housing - Low cost housing that is easier to get into.
1 Believe that to provide housing people need to be invested in it, otherwise, they won’t appreciate it, e.g., housing was high $$
[expensive to purchase].
1 Complexity of causes and depth & breadth of solutions needed. Homeless[ness] is a symptom of a variety of causes.
1 Criminal system: Shoplifting, stealing a sandwich to eat, selling drugs… you may have changed your life but no way to convince
courts of this years later. I may have done that a long time ago and it sticks with me.
1 Dad of a child classified as a gang member and so child ended up being included as a gang member. There is a state data base….
here in Sonoma county there are BABIES…who are listed as gang members because of parents affiliation. MUST CHANGE
THIS.
1 Disconnection between the needs of the many homeless people walking the neighborhood and services to meet those immediate
needs for food, shelter, healthcare and solutions to prevent people from falling into homelessness.
1 Do we have the willingness to change the rules to create more supply?
1 Economy does not help – Distribution of wealth is horrible
1 Families are forced to evict children upon adulthood due to fear of homelessness. Young people forced to leave home so parents
won’t become homeless.
1 Find out the root of becoming homeless and what can be done to stop it happening: income, education, family connections,
community connections, basic needs met, family issues and mental health needs met.
1 Help given to homeless just enables their behaviors, which ultimately can prove to actually be harmful. Need more programs that
provide skills for self-help.

7

Number

Comment
1 Homeless may be categorized in three ways: Mentally ill, Loss of home (Kicked out), Chronically homeless and choose it.
1 Homelessness happens because expenses have gone up, rents have gone up, or because of family problems.
1 Homelessness happens because of life situations. Vets don't get help, [one's] background or childhood, just life, and lack of
friendship support.
1 Homelessness happens due to a series of unfortunate incidents, people at the mercy of landlords (especially corporate landlords),
and excessive medical costs.
1 Homelessness happens from depression, drugs, loss of home, possibly because they give up in their minds.
1 Housing prices are contributing to even working folks, especially young, [being vulnerable to homelessness].
1 How can people afford to find a place here, when the rents are so high and there are no jobs. I am cleaning two houses right now; I
used to clean 6 houses. Why? Because people lost their homes and there's no more work for people and that's what I know what to
do.
1 Huge number of homeless are aged out foster kids. Sometimes homelessness is brief but shouldn’t have to be homeless at all. Kids
in college have no place to go for Xmas break.
1 I am concerned that people are not addressing the real causes of homelessness.
1 I have concerns about possibilities for future homelessness for older women, as well as the elderly.
1 I know spouses who partners are on the street because of mental health and drug addiction. And they are powerless.
1 I’m concerned about handing out money, government help without work.
1 I’m concerned that corporate real estate could do to SR and all Sonoma County—what is done to San Francisco.
1 I’m concerned that corporate real estate could do to SR and all Sonoma County—what is done to San Francisco.
1 If people make places to live and they really rent to people that need it that’s great. But if people make houses and it’s picky, we’re in
the same place. Generations come and go and nothing changes. It’s a problem that continues. There are very few places to rent.
Landlords abuse that because they don't lose money from people leaving because there are so many that need housing.
1 It's too stressful [economically] for both people in a "couple" to [both] work [jobs].
1 It’s true sometime the poor don't see a benefit but the rich always do. The poor are poorer.
1 Long-term more permanent solution (resources, infrastructure); humanity improves around homeless issue
1 Look at rents. Crazy here. Our belief is, “Love thy neighbor…” Sixteen [people] in one house just to have the gas to get to work.
Landlords don’t care.
1 Lots of things cause homelessness, like loss of jobs, economy and the high cost of living, childcare, self-perpetuating or stuck in
homelessness, no safety net, lack of rent regulation, or bad choices that get you there, but then you get stuck.
1 Most homeless have drug and/or alcohol problems. They cannot transition to a normal life. This must be acknowledged.
1 My brother is homeless. He’s bipolar and chooses not to get Tx and to be homeless. Only Tx (=treatment) when in jail AND if the
recognize it and put him on 524/50 hold. He is now in jail with no Tx. He likes the “highs” and Tx takes them away, therefore
there may not be a solution from him. There may be a structural level of homelessness. When he is in a group situation he alienates
those around him.
1 My hope is that those are homeless have resources and programs to 24) get a home, 2) get a job, and 24) receive education on how
to maintain/keep it.
1 My method to think as a Santa Rosa citizen is they need to combat the vandalism before anything. When they take the people to the
jail, they lose their license and they lose their job. They aren't taught how to do any new jobs. If they’re young and in jail they don't
integrate them into the society in order to get a job. They release them with nothing and no place to live, nowhere to go. I think this
is the biggest issue and how people become homeless because they lose everything.
1 My parents experienced medical costs that were too high for them to keep up.
1 Next wave of homeless people will be people released from jail and some of them [will be] foster youth.
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1 People I work with in construction do lots of drugs, alcohol, and have mental health issues. They’ve just been lucky (not to be
homeless).
1 People not being able to work when homeless and turning to crime to survive. The litter!
1 Personally, I’ve never met anyone on the street who wasn’t high on drugs—turn to it too cope, then don’t care, then spirals.
1 Public homelessness is becoming normalized. The more we talk about it, the more we see the tents in the streets and public
loitering.
1 Questions I have: Is this person [homeless] because they want to? Is it a result of being down and out, hard times, or [is s/he]
mentally challenged?
1 Real Estate is so expensive. I make a six-figure salary, have a family, kids, and live with mother-in-law. We are technically homeless.
1 Scope of issue, pervasiveness; growing numbers
1 So many of them are homeless because they lost their job or 4024k or house.
1 Society makes them run away. There's a very gross division that not everyone can follow in this society and they end up not being a
part of it and on the streets
1 Sometimes we make buildings, but there are no parking spots. And we don't make good enough drains; we overflood everywhere.
1 SR’s inability to make changes because of infighting, conflicts, guilt, etc.
1 Stop creating ghetto life (Oakland fire)
1 Temporary (long term) secure housing so people can work to get back on track. Help from homeless to clean up the litter.
1 That all problems be resolved through building affordable housing & ensuring that people on the street can take advantage of them.
Those who suffer most-be they veterans, women, children or those with mental or alcohol problems be sought out and helped.
1 That’s why they’re on the streets. People go to get help but they get nothing and are on the streets
1 The homeless people we see have substance abuse issues. Get these folks into treatment programs. Help these folks. I’m a landlord
and I don’t and won’t rent to drug users.
1 The incredible lack of housing and the high cost of existing housing.
1 The living wage is [caluclated to be] $48/hour in order to survive here in Santa Rosa today.
1 The rise in mobile home rents doesn’t match the rise in cost of living increases for people on fixed incomes.
1 The sadness that I see and feel. That there is no way [people] without a home, can do much else, i.e. work.
1 There are challenges to using the supply [government funds], which runs out when we consider helping the middle class/working
class people who may be close to losing all. I live in fear that homelessness may be close at hand.
1 There is homelessness in my family; drugs lead to homelessness. Some people don’t want to get help. Drugs are the main focus of
their lives; they haven’t hit bottom yet. That’s one part of the drug issue – they impose their lifestyle on others.
1 Wages. As we talk about homeless there are issues we need to address, e.g., wages, jobs, not enough hours, government focuses on
affordable housing. I work in financial assistance so I hear the couch surfing stories.
1 We would find inexpensive housing available in our community.
1 We’re medicating everyone in jails.
1 What concerns me most about homelessness, is that we tend to provide solutions that only temporarily help them without getting to
the root cause for their homelessness
1 What does it say about us as a community if people are homeless?
1 When kids are stable inside, easier to be stable outside. Stability is your housing, your life. You have to build your support level
from ground up. When you build a family it’s hard to leave.
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1 Women in their 50s, 60s, and 70s become homeless because they were in a relationship that has split up.
1 Workers come from Mexico [and receive] low pay. Keep the little little and the big get bigger! Power and money [people] still watch
what they could change/impact, het they turn cheap.
2 “So many times I should have been “affiliated” because of people I know, or families, I don’t know…I should not have to deal with
that.”
2 [My] friend was homeless [but] saved enough to get help to buy a small trailer…eventually he got job [and is] self sufficient enough.
[For] homeless people it is hard to get presentable to be hired.
2 2000 people at least sleep outside in SO every night. How can this be?
2 24.We are all so close to being homeless as conditions continue to change. 2. Fear concerns me. 24. Difficulty for many to engagerespond to the issue as kind human beings.
2 Age battle going on between old & young. Older; this is my bridge, you can’t be here.
2 As I age, it might happen to me
2 Bad treatment at Morgan St. I needed medical care and was just sent away.
2 Being homeless that’s all you have left - your dignity
2 Burnt all my bridges. Burnt my family. No place to go. Never slept in the creek. Stayed from place to place. Dope houses. Went
to not that big of a deal to have to find a place to stay every night.
2 Family member was homeless at one point in his life because he was an idiot when younger due to drugs.
2 Friend was homeless; lived in a van for 5-6 years before safe parking law as the safest alternative.
2 Gender roles are often confused in homeless settings, i.e. the women are sometimes the “doers” while the men can be very passive.
2 Grew up in Reno. Raised by grand parents. Pushed out because of my addiction. Really hooked on heroin. Steal stuff. Either
come out here and get in a program or kicked out. Cold in Reno. Got in totally not wanting it. Wanted to use. Went back into the
streets. Really dark place in my life. Stayed at the RGM a bit. left. Used. Stayed in the park. Called my cousin. Then came in here.
Got kicked out for using. Then came back. Every day I thought about offing myself. Have a lot going for me. Taking it one day at
a time. 24 months this time. Longest time I’ve been sober. I'm 2.
2 Homeless as a woman, and of color, has extra issues.
2 Homeless for a bit. Also a choice. Chose drugs over keeping a job. If I’m not using it’s not hard for me not to be homeless. Went
to Santa Cruz for awhile. Easier. More homeless people. Beaches. “Geographic to be homeless” More resources more homeless.
People have to work for it. In our program we have to work for it. That’s essential.
2 Homeless mentally ill- a friend's adult son is chronically ill and homeless. So sad. They can’t give up but its affecting the whole
family. Home entails the whole support system. I dream of affordable housing for all.
2 I am a veteran receiving 50% disability.
2 I can't work like other people, but I came to this country to fight for something. I lived in my car; I lived on the streets. I didn't know
anyone and this is what happens: people don't know where the help is.
2 I experienced homelessness because of a divorce. Since I am an outdoorsman and fisherman, I lived in the woods in Humboldt.
2 I have a mental condition and my family has stigmatized me because of my PTSD/mental health issues and have banned me from
my home. I’m homeless at Opportunity House for 2 months. At Opportunity House, you have to be outside during the day, so I
come here [Interlink]. I have a bike, get great exercise. I’m thinking I can go back to school, have a part time job. There is light at
the end of the tunnel. I’m capable, just lots of tragedies and traumas that have affected me. I’ve owned more than one house, I’ve
done a lot. I’m trying not to look homeless.
2 I have my own problems with money, resource and I find myself feeling resentful that other people (new to the area) can get
services that I’m either unable (or too proud) to get.
2 I may become homeless too.
2 I met a woman who lives in her van and she said she's scared. And there's this thing called safe parking, but she said she doesn't feel
safe there because she's a single woman. She likes to park near the JC and move the car every 3 hours so the police don't bother her.
2 I never thought I would be homeless; it’s an adventure. [I made assumptions that] people without homes are on] drugs.
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2 I remember being homeless, kept our milk, drinks in the creek to keep them cool. Couldn’t buy food to cook because no place to
cook it. Having to buy cheeseburgers- expensive. Younger sister...want to teach her so she won’t have to be homeless like I was. I’d
hope this won’t happen but it’s my fear. Their father just bought house, but in constant fear that he won’t have enough. Makes a
decent living, money from the tribe but still does’t have enough. Must use children’s money from the tribe to care for his family.
2 I was born here in Santa Rosa and I am homeless due to injury. No job. No money. No home. I think this is wrong. Why can’t I
get help!
2 I was homeless in Napa County. There is no support there. Only one very basic shelter. It was harsh conditions.
2 I went to see my son with mental problems, but was afraid to bring him home to CA. I learned later that he fought with one of his
friend’s there and has a restraining order [against him].
2 I've been homeless for the past 4 months.
2 I’ve been rich and I’ve been poor and I’ve been homeless. Rich was good but we need take action. We can connect people and try
to make something better.
2 Ideal home would be somewhere where there aren't so many people.
2 Ideally would want a 4 bedroom house for wife and kids in Santa Rosa or Sonoma County.
2 If you are homeless without an advocate, you’re not going to get out of it. I’m fortunate to have an advocate: one-on-one. Like
Sponsors, CASAs. Not stopping at housing. Without help we will loose housing.
2 It was a choice. I was getting high. Everyone that loved me did not want me around. They didn’t want to watch me try and commit
suicide. Then I played the “whiner card”. Filled out all the disability papers. Then medications plus street drugs. Streets only place
I could act irresponsibly, no bills to pay. It was a choice to not want to be responsible. I had a few bad cards dealt to me and I didn’t
choose other cards. I said screw it and played my own game. Then I made another choice and I called these guys. No longer
disabled. Live with these guys. Had back surgery. Can now work. Have a job and get a paycheck. I have community here. I have
faith and courage restored. I know what I want and I know how to obtain it. I’ve been here 6 months. I’m no longer a victim.
This program is life transformational. transfer from “f it” to “how may I serve you. Fear not dealt with becomes doubt. Doubt
will kill a man or woman.
2 Men appear more threatening.
2 Mom was homeless on or off for 6 years because of divorce.
2 My biggest concern is that I will be out on the street myself next year. That sits on the bottom of my stomach.
2 My brother happened to be in So Co Jail, but will probably go to Sant Clara when released.
2 My friends are having to move away.
2 My son graduated as an Electrical Engineer, [experienced] periods of homessness and now his company has given 240 weeks notice
of bankruptcy.
2 My uncle was homeless for years and he suffers from schizophrenia. He should get more help.
2 Once my son went to Healdsburg Hospital as a result of 2 beatings. He would not report it to the police, so I did.
2 Only reason I’m not homeless is that my dad gave me a home.
2 See homeless people as individuals: one’s story, one’s needs, that is, specific needs, not in an institutional setting.
2 Son-in-law lived in a car for a while.
2 Technically illegal to be homeless. Not legal to be camping under 9th St. Bridge. When I was homeless we hid someplace like along
the creek. Now pushed out into the open. No place to go. System is so screwed up. $2,000/month. Ridiculous. In most
circumstances cheaper to buy but if you can’t make payments then your credit is screwed up. System makes it very hard to succeed,
especially in this county. 8 people year in sonoma cnty die living out in the elements. Even in our climate people are dying. I think
about all the hotel space, office spaces not being used—people are dying.
2 There are communities of homeless; people know each other.
2 We grow if we do things we don’t want to do. When I was homeless I did everything I wanted to do and NOTHING I didn’t want
to do. Self centered. Left my daughter. Cut all ties. I didn’t mind being homeless. No responsibilities. No utilities. No rent.
Before you have kids you don’t know how to be a parent. Unless you were raised “to the tee”...you didn’t know.
2 We’re used to chaos. I’ve been stable for over a year, but am still waiting for something bad to happen.
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2 What helped [me to cope with homelessness], I pray. I'm new in this country and learned the ropes.
2 What I know is that when I had my first wife, kids, mortgage payment, stressed out to the max. I had no “go to guy” even when I
didn’t know what I was doing. That was an issue. Now that I’m part of a brotherhood, family, program…they know me better than
I know me…they will call me on stuff “what’s going on bro”…more powerful than any program. Community. Living with one
another. Originally we were put in tribes and that has been broken. That has been broken and we are put in these little “stress
boxes”. I used to feel guilty for failing. “Oh no I gotta hand out with my kids”…..stressed out. Had a nice beautiful home in
Oregon….So much more expensive here. Moved here so wife could be close to family. Stress so high. 90’s first house…. Then…
payments impossible. Crazy
2 What I noticed (worked desk at Redwood Gospel Mission 8 months), is that certain times of day there was nothing they could get.
They would freak out. Panic set in. My perspective is, “Why don’t they ever stop?” I had never experienced that [emotional] place
because [it didn't happen to me] I’d made a choice to be homeless.
2 With emergency proclamation we will find shelter for all. I may become homeless too.
3 A guy a few years ago was standing on the road by College. I gave him $8 and he asked for another $8. I felt horrible, but he wasn’t
grateful.
3 A person asked me for money and I gave him some. We talked. He had melanoma cancer, knew of the services and didn’t use
sleeping bag so he doesn’t look homeless. I listened for a long time as he wanted to talk.
3 Also have an uncle who is homeless, in and out of jail.
3 As a 22 year volunteer at the Living Room, I still find women caught between room in a shelter with no place for the night. Far too
many revolve [around] staying at shelters and names on waiting list for housing. Our new facility at the Living Room is meeting the
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3 Grandson was kicked out by parents; [I] took him in, so he is not homeless.
3 Homeless people “parked” downtown restricting access to area businesses
3 Homeless taking up residence on property
3 I am a teacher in Santa Rosa and I don’t bring my family downtown anymore because it’s disturbing. It’s not that I don’t want to see
it, it’s that I don’t think those people are safe.
3 I ask [people] who are down-and-out if they’ve eaten, and buy food if they say “no.”
3 I don't know anyone who is homeless, but see them around.
3 I have been concerned for a long time about this. I used to work in hospice nursing and I saw a lot of people who were in camper
vans, etc. and my biggest concern is how to solve the problem and how can I help? I feel helpless.
3 I have personally helped homeless, brought them into my home, given them things. However, my family and landlords have come
down hard on me. I got angry with my mom for her attitude. I have no trouble with homeless—a few I’ve had to ask to leave.
There’s got to be a better solution. Even my doctor says harboring homeless in my home is not the solution.
3 I live a few blocks from the Gospel Mission and witnessed a couple, patrons, fighting. They don't supervise patrons standing outside
the mission.
3 I live near people who are homelelss (the Gospel Mission) some have jobs others have drug problems., it’s a range.
3 I live with my husband and child near Santa Rosa creek, near Imwalle Garden and I am very unhappy [because of the homeless
people by the creek].
3 I lived in SR in a neighborhood with an increase of homelessness. There was quiet consent from a church to allow a man to sleep in
the alcove.
3 I saw a sleeping person this morning as I walked to work. It was a very cold morning.
3 I see a lot of people mobilizing right now to do advocacy and activist work.
3 I see people in Railroad Square – you can tell that they’re homeless - I don’t know where they go at night. During the day – near the
JC – there are people on the corners - I don’t know if they’re begging for food or money. It’s heartbreaking.
3 I support a daughter who does not have the resources. It is harder and harder for her to get started.
3 I was driving home late the other night in the rain and I could barely see. There was someone standing out in the middle of the road
with his hood on. It was a close call. I felt lucky that I didn’t hit him.
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3 I was filling up my gas tank and a woman approached me. She offered me $8 to take her to a park where she was living. She said she
was in a dangerous situation - she looked like she had been abused. She was living at the park with some other women. I drove her
there and learned that all these women had jobs, minimum wage, retail jobs, and to make ends meet they had been living with
abusive men, until they recently left. These were well spoken white women with some education! Many of the homeless have mental
health issues, but many are regular folks who have been put in bad situations.
3 I've enountered homeless near my job at Hertz Rental near the outdoor bathroom, outside grocery stores.
3 I've put up two homeless people in my home and consider it one of the saddest things for people.
3 I’d welcome them in my neighborhood! Camp Mikaela is working. When I found out about it, my wife and I went over to welcome
them to the neighborhood, we talked to them, asked what they needed, then got them some supplies. The county is providing porto-potties and just allowing them to stay in the space. By and large there have not been any problems - they are dry, safe and building
community. Our church got a request from the county asking if we would be willing to have the camp move to our property. In
response, we developed a plan that opens our space to other homeless. Our space will be more organized and cleaner than Camp
Mikaela. Catholic Charities will be there to provide services. We are the first organization to run with the city’s CHAP program.
3 I’m noticing people I went to HS with now living on the streets. They never had it in their heads that this would happen. Lower
income families children have it hardest.
3 In Railroad Square people store goods in bushes but in my area no one is seen except collecting recyclables.
3 It appears to be getting worse…we see it in neighborhoods, not just downtown.
3 Last week I was downtown and a young woman came by and asked for $24.25. I used to give people money but I decided I’d rather
give money to an organization.
3 Lots of drugs and drunks are homeless people are in my neighborhood. There are issues of human dignity and no facilities, e.g.,
toilets, baths. Maybe a cheaper place to live than SR might be a better solution.
3 Lots of people pack houses in order to pay the rent. In one room is 4 person in the living room and even the kitchen. I see more
American people than Mexicans on the streets. Latinos take care of each other. The Americans are different; they don't care about
their family, the culture is different. Mexicans work on the corners but when they blame people, it’s Mexicans.
3 Makes me sad to see the same people by Safeway and CVS on 4th St. – especially the women and children. Sometimes I’m afraid to
walk by the men with obvious mental illness or substance abuse issues.
3 My brothers are homeless, too old for this situation, having to squat.
3 My concern re homelessness in my ‘hood: Bush St. (Burbank-East)
3 My uncle was homeless for years and he suffers from schizophrenia. He should get more help.
3 Number of people in my neighborhood who present as homeless. (“neighborhood” = Santa Rosa Creek between Farmers Lane &
Mission)
3 People I care about sleep outside.
3 People without homes are being pushed out of new SMART train track areas and they will move to downtown.
3 Safe neighborhood but local store has a lot of pan handlers.
3 There is an encampment right next door as well.
3 There’s a big man where I live and I've offered to buy him food and he said yes, but he said he doesn't have family or anything. He’s
an American but a very nice person. Soooo many people are suffering, so many people.
3 There’s a family here that sleeps in a car overnight.
3 There’s a lot of saying, not doing. We’re seeing children on the street corners begging with their mothers—they are not in school.
We’re seeing it in Rincon Valley. A mom and her kids begging in front of Safeway.
3 Use example of West End. Several in group identify as either living under a bridge in west end or have friends who are…
3 When I see someone homeless, I go on the other side of the street. I don’t usually give money. I donate in other ways.
3 When you drive out of Safeway parking and see people with signs, I feel sad but don’t want to look them in the eye.
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3 Winter is coming and people are sleeping in the cemetery with no blanket sometimes.
4 [Homeless people] create an environment of discomfort for residents both in terms of petty crime and a feeling of sorrow for some
but not all [are] homeless.
4 [I] spent a day in San Francisco as part of seminary training, [which] showed [me] that the problem is complex: many [homeless]
people are highly educated.
4 [There is a] disconnection between the needs (of the many homeless people walking the neighborhood) and services (to meet those
immediate needs for food, shelter, healthcare) and solutions (to prevent people from falling into homelessness).
4 [There is] crime associated with the homeless; disruption of business, littering, includes urination & defecation
4 2000 people sleeping outside tonight. The suffering is not okay in our wealthy county.
4 90% of the homelessness in Santa Rosa need help. [There is] illegal behavior.
4 As a community, it feels like we’re not doing anything, but I don’t really know.
4 As a culture, I think it’s shameful that we don’t take care of our humans.
4 At one point when I was homeless, working for Victoria's secret, going to the JC, [I was] living on the street. People would see me
and say, "Get a job," STEREOTYPES. I had a job! Must break [stereotypes].
4 Becoming homeless happens because of just bad luck, things not going your way. People don't choose to be homeless.
4 Black people killed by police officers. My dad black, covered in tattoos, looks like a bad dude, but is really nice. Did spend time in
prison a long time ago. But label follows him.
4 Build more houses and more people will come – that is the problem.
4 Businessmen need to realize that they could be in homeless shoes.
4 Christ showed people how to serve. We should be as he as – a servant.
4 Concern that the homeless are branded as “disposable people”.
4 Connection - homeless get disconnected. We feed into this by not seeing people who are homeless. Then we label them. The
feedback gets worse and worse and negative feedback reinforces that. Need to break that. This program is breaking it for these
young men (ones who are speaking)
4 Democracy is broke; people cannot buy homes. Fill churches with homeless. We need to build more empathy.
4 Demographics: homeless youth at Voices matches pretty well the population. I worked with Homeless Task Force 44%- 58
homeless youth in SR identified as LGBTQ. At shelters LGBTQ kids harassed, so they go to SF.
4 Dignity & self respect erosion caused by homelessness.
4 Each individual has a story. It can’t be generalized to others.
4 Eliminate stigma of Section 8 housing
4 Environment concern-homelessness affects the environment.
4 Even people who work full time are homeless.
4 Everyone has different lives and different stories. They are scared of being around people and express themselves. They’re worried
they’ll need to repay others when they have nothing.
4 Everyone should have a warm and confined base from which and in which to live. It gives confidence & comfort. It is appalling to
me that we can’t help provide a solution. It’s unhealthy for any community…
4 Folks are hesitant to engage because they feel there is one solution that should fit for everyone.
4 Government handouts can make things worse by removing incentive to change.
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4 Greedy people kick people out.
4 Homeless are not (all) the same. Some are approachable and kind.
4 Homeless are stigmatizing the rich as “all bad people”. While others have bad attitudes for homeless people. Rich people have
bigger homes and can stay in them, but they come out in public and get alarmed by public homelessness.
4 Homeless are the problem of the churches
4 Homeless have high crime rates and high use of drugs and alcohol. We have to provide services to address and jobs.
4 Homeless include those sleeping on a couch or in a van.
4 Homeless need to be able to take care of things themselves, to be responsible for themselves.
4 Homeless people can so easily be despised by the rest of us.
4 Homeless people need to organize with each other to demand housing. Why don’t they do it?
4 Homeless should organize for self-respect.
4 Hope for something better: personal responsibility
4 Hope for something better: that they “go away”
4 How comfortable it is for them to be homeless.
4 How is it possible to meet all need and wants in video: homeless, citizens, merchants, visitors, etc.?
4 How there could be substantial homelessness in a relatively affluent community such as SR.
4 I am convinced there are increasing numbers of homeless in Sonoma county and am deeply disturbed by the thought of aging
people who won't be able to support themselves.
4 I don’t know if the people on the corners are homeless or what.
4 I don’t want to provide homes for people who choose over and over to be addicts and alcoholics. In my book this is “enabling.”
Assistance needs to involve commitment to treatment.
4 I encounter homeless on streets. I try to [remain] netrual, try to humanize, everyone has a story.
4 I feel guilty that I “have”
4 I feel threatened and scared of them.
4 I have a general hopelessness about the entire situation in a country of so much [and] we can’t find the money – People really don’t
want to solve this.
4 I know a service man who is missing an arm and leg, homeless. He was saying. I’m not a person out here. If I try and talk people
just don’t see me or turn away. Look how this effects peoples self worth. Vicious cycle.
4 I lived here for 40 years and now rents are too high, which is a big issue. It's not like we live in a city that offers a lot of cultural
activities.
4 I never went to college and never got anything handed down to me, instead of a consumer, I am a producer, I employ people. A lot
of people who expect to be given things, like [receiving the benefits of] Affirmative Action, expect more.
4 I work at the Arlene Francis Center and we have people coming and going all the time. There’s something about the stigma of being
homeless that precludes people being able to get respect. It’s a social, anthropological… issue. There are a lot of ways to address it.
4 I work with a lot of homeless people in my job. When we talk about homelessness we paint with a broad brush. I ride my bike on
the trail. See trash, have to pick it up regularly. But it is not all the same.
4 I'm afraid that if we offer good services; others will come from other areas.
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4 I've worked helping homelessness individuals for a long time. It happens because there is no work, there are no rentable
accommodations and there is an aging population.
4 I’ve heard that some people that pretend to beg, they’re not really homeless and they can make a lot of money!
4 If you feel worthless, you'll never do anything. If you’re stuck, thinking you can't do anything, but I tell this woman you can do it. I
had a stroke and they told me [I was] going to die, but I said no, I have a lot of life and I stood up and get going.
4 In San Francisco, [I saw a] black man pacing up and down [and] he was dressed much like [me].
4 It isn’t considered to be a serious issue by many community members & governmental workers. The impact homelessness has on
the community is too great to ignore.
4 Just because you’ve lost your job and house, it doesn’t make you sub-human.
4 Know homeless man: knitted scarves & notebooks for his poetry. Now not as afraid of homeless. Help with stereotypes.
4 Most concerned that homeless are not being treated as individuals and are all lumped together in spite of their need.
4 Most concerning…most unsettling…the fact that we have the ability to securely house and provide nutritious meals to every
patron…it’s concerning that we lack compassion, organized facilitation to ensure the well-being of our fellow brothers & sisters.
4 Multiple approaches – a combination of carrot and stick approaches. Some people need to be helped in a forceful way.
4 My biggest concern is that the problem of homelessness continues to grow. Ironically, it seems as if efforts to improve the lot of
the current crop of homeless people is likely to attract even more homeless people.
4 My dad had a bunch of stuff stolen from his car.
4 My grampa is my step grampa, went to all the best school, Harvard, black in NJ…he still has to fear for his life.
4 My impression is that homelessness is synonymous with lawlessness. I have concern for those without a home but many that I have
talked to seem to have no desire for a home.
4 My students say “Well they wouldn’t be homeless if they just got up and went to jobs like our parents do.” It’s really ignorant and I
am always shocked by that.
4 Napa County sends homeless here. Might help to coordinate with surrounding counties. With fires in Lake Co. and floods in wet
county, all are coming to Santa Rosa.
4 Need to develop a sense of responsibility for each other
4 Neighborhood impact and business impact. Folks don’t want to visit areas that have homeless camping right in front of businesses.
4 Neighbors are afraid of “the homeless”.
4 Nomadic Shelter breaks down the stigma
4 Not everyone is a drug addict-don’t generalize
4 Not everyone is wanting to be homeless. it just happens to some.
4 One homeless person said [he] had 7 M.A.s
4 One person in L.A. told me, “I’ve got it so good living on the street. There’s food, there’s a warm grate…” Could we respect that?
4 People choose to stay homeless.
4 People living in horrible conditions, children forced into bad positions…What we're doing isn't working.
4 People living on the streets, degrading businesses, neighborhoods and the environment.
4 People preferring to blame rather than create solutions.
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4 People really need to feel good about themselves. People who can help themselves can do all the things that they need to do, if they
are given the instruction and supported to feel that they can do it.
4 People walk through the neighborhood at night and check all the car doors and take everything if the doors are open. (JC
neighborhood) They check the doors on all the houses as well.
4 People who are unsheltered and sleeping on the sidewalk, and relieving themselves in the shrubbery.
4 People’s possessions being stolen
4 Police – we get just as many calls in Fountaingrove as we do Downtown. It’s not just the homeless.
4 Section 8 housing in my hometown of Antioch has created a ghetto. It is a different ethnic make-up now and has brought in
unresolved urban problems. A Section 8 person gets guardianship of kids, like 7 or 8 of them, and they live in expensive homes,
paid for by the government through welfare.
4 Solutions 4st, then business with feel more positive about it
4 Some homeless attendees at the church have been very friendly and are well versed in the faith.
4 Some individuals who are homeless do not graciously welcome help. [They are] defiant, stubborn or set in ways.
4 Some people don’t want to follow the rules, so they won’t go into shelters. But there should be something, even for those people.
4 Some people walk by them sleeping on the streets and they just walk by like they don’t even see them.
4 Someone is not reaching out. I don’t believe homelessness is a choice. I can’t imagine someone choosing this.
4 Something has to be done about the stigma.
4 Stop shaming people for being vulnerable. Example of 2 people who were murdered earlier this year. COLLEGE educated.
Didn’t fit mold of mainstream.
4 Stories of homeless individuals are all different.
4 Supporting those in need. SR becoming a “homeless city” because so many are coming here for that reason.
4 System is now backwards. Rich get richer. Poor get poorer.
4 The “noise” about homelessness is from the East side but not the South side.
4 The challenge is that people have to want to take their prescription medications. Beauty/challenge is free will.
4 The creeks are being polluted with the trash.
4 The fact that our citizens, for whatever reasons, find themselves on the street, sometimes for years, and so little assistance is given to
them.
4 The homeless sometimes just take what they can get and stay on the streets because they think very low of themselves. They think
no one will rent to them. It’s hard.
4 The people who come to the homeless breakfast where I volunteer once a week are nice people. They are profusely grateful to us
for just giving them a breakfast. If people only realized how appreciate homeless people are, it would change their opinion of them.
4 The transient homeless living the lifestyle? This will continue because it’s a lifestyle.
4 There are a lot of people who think, “Pull yourself up by your bootstraps.”
4 There are different types of homelessness. They don’t need the same things. The help needs to be fit to the individuals.
4 There is a loss of shared values, primarily Christian moral values, a contributing cultural factor in the rise of homelessness
4 There should be services. Some people need to be helped in a forceful way.
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4 They remind me that homelessness exists and there is little I can do to help them.
4 Unsustainability/immorality of Americans to not provide shelter/homes for all our citizens.
4 Very sad that we have homeless people in our community. I am concered that all solving the problem takes such small steps and
such a long time. Also concered that the cost of living is so high in So.Co. that people cannot afford a roof over their heads.
Especially for children.
4 We have a lot of crime in the neighborhood and worry about where it comes from. 2. I am most concerned about the fact that I and
my neighbors have no way to help.
4 We have a lot of petty crime that can be discouraging and I wonder how we can control this?
4 We haven’t solved any problems but we try to solve this difficult problem. I sometimes run out of empathy-it feels awful.
4 We need people to not stigmatize some or all of the homeless.
4 We need to be ambassadors to Christ, not judgemental.
4 We need to have laws enforced. I would be arrested if I did some of this stuff: consuming alcohol in public.
4 We need to help them.
4 We need to stop stigmatizing people, not pathologizing or labelling them as "homeless."
4 We seem to be confirming the definition of insanity-doing the same things over & over again expecting a different result.
4 We’ve evolved into using models that are more choice-oriented. (as opposed to coercive.)
4 What about those who don’t want to be helped?
4 What actions would you like to take as an individual or member of a group?
4 What concerns me is the attitude of entitlement. Yes, it is a beautiful place to live, but if you are struggling to live here, maybe your
quality of life would be much better if you lived somewhere it is not so expensive.
4 What’s most concerning to me are the men and women begging for money.
4 When I see a homeless person, I can’t look her/him in the eye, in case I can’t give him/her what s/he needs.
4 Why is there homelessness in an affluent city? Awareness is the first step.
4 Yeah there’s been protests and there are like 3 groups working on this issue but with the country, these issues take forever and
especially with this president who does so many things to make life difficult…
4 You don't see Americans in the fields but we Mexicans, we’re everywhere to pay the rent and work in the sun.
5 “We are social beings. We can’t survive alone; (VOICES) focuses on community. Building community. Breaking down barriers. So
many people who have never seen anyone who looks like me (black, Native American, Hispanic, trans).
5 (Crossing the Jordan) talking family, family, family, [creating a family of peers], we should have $15 minimum wage; minorities are
being pushed out. The stress of being the “Man of the House” was too much.
5 A city that builds trust among its residents, a city that looks after one another. Knows one another.
5 Affordable, sustainable housing and access to fresh healthy food.
5 Basic needs being met daily-clothing, shelter, food, medical attn.
5 Being homeless and trying to cover food because you can’t cook or store food.
5 How are we going to take care of the: housing and basic needs-food, clothing.
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5 I don’t give a lot to organizations, half of my allowance goes to a charity of my choice. If someone is begging outside, I used my
limited Spanish to ask if they were hungry. They said “si, si!” and I went in and I bought them food.
5 I like the fact that we have the food packages too, people are always grateful for those.
5 In a certain psychology study workers in a factory were given increased lighting and they did better. Then they were given decreased
lighting and they did better. The conclusion of the study was that people who are paid attention to do better. It increases the sense
of self-worth to know someone cares about them.
5 Lack of relationships where trust exists to solve problems.
5 Lack of sanitation facilities for homeless; lack of networking to find housing when people are becoming homeless.
5 Lodging, food, health care, School, Job Training.
5 More food, clothing, blankets, sleeping bags, homeless reousrce guides more easily available.
5 Most concerning…most unsettling…the fact that we have the ability to securely house and provide nutritious meals to every
patron…it’s concering that we lack compassion, organized facilitation to ensure the well-being of our fellow brothers & sisters.
5 My concerns are: bureaucracies move slowly. There need to be a variety of programs—e.g. education, rehabilitation, jobs, not just
hosing…working together.
5 My hope is that future generations will be able to afford housing without having to live paycheck to paycheck.
5 People need showers, bathroom and to be warm
5 People’s safety. People’s comfort. Everyone needs a roof over their head and warmth in the winter.
5 Sanitation and cleaning up our community. This is a complex issue and the hope is to improve their living conditions.
5 Sometimes we have packages of food and sometimes we hand that out. It feels really good to hand that stuff out.
5 SR Avenue at Mancini sleep shot, people are sleeping on mattresses
5 The cold kills people
5 The hope for something better includes safe, comfortable housing for people in need, more livable wages, jobs for those who work,
and access to county and state agencies who can help.
5 There are no toilets for the homeless.
5 They asked me for so much and finally, when I thought I had it, they made me go to another office but even then they told me I
don't qualify. How is that logical? I've worked for so many years and now, when I need help, there’s nothing.
5 We all work at thrift stores. Man came in, what do you have that’s free today. Answer “nothing” We do give out a set of clothes on
Sunday’s. Man to steal things. We see that. Happened today.
5 We live close to a creek. Under the bridge, there are soggy sleeping bags year after year. Yesterday I saw two men going down to
spend the night. It’s going to be so cold and wet under there.
6 [We might] increase [the] use of bar mitzvah-type rites of passage, [they] could be helpful for these issues. Children sometimes are
more mature than parents in homeless settings.
6 [We need] opportunities to get family and kids involved.
6 800 homeless students at SRJC. They’re sleeping on peoples' couches. Some of them have to quit school because they can’t make it.
They’re trying to get an education so they can get a job and get a house, but they can’t even afford school or housing.
6 As a kid, I feel unsafe – not around all of them – but the ones that are on drugs are scary. What happened? Why are they like that?
It’s more than being scared, I feel bad for them.
6 Childcare is almost non-existent for homeless. What could be done about it? Some communities have a little available but not
much.
6 Children [are] living (surviving) in homelessness.
6 Children & families are homeless, and children growing up in such a way. This effects their mental health, education, socialization,
and development.
6 Children affected; children not in school because family is homeless
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6 Children and elderly need care.
6 Children and injured need help.
6 Children being homeless & hungry. They end up being homeless also when they grow up.
6 Children end up being homeless, but, also, it is a choice.
6 Children fearful
6 Children over 246 are stuck.
6 Children whose homelessness affects their educational opportunity.
6 Homeless families are very difficult to house and few providers have resources for families. [We are] frustrated with local programs
not helping these families; [we] have seen more services in other locales, especially southern CA.
6 How can someone graduate and then not be able to make it?
6 I see “families” – adults with small children in the parking lot = concern for their safety and concerned that a parking lot is not very
comfortable! What do they do at night?
6 I see people panhandling at Whole Foods with children and I feel angry that they’re manipulating and using children. Even I the the
children are well dressed and well behaved.
6 Impact of homeless on Santa Rosa downtown business. Safety of children being downtown.
6 Kids are so willing to help if you go about it in the right way.
6 Living in a car, students. They need resources to get help so they can go to school.
6 Lots of youth know [about services by] word of mouth
6 Macro: 24. Our economic system is out of whack- Why? The stress on families, especially children. Micro. Where is the net for
help? It’s not wide—community and individual compassion.
6 Many homeless teens, both living with their own families and not. We talked about SAY and their efforts; more needed as well.
6 Many single mothers with children on the streets, often the children are ill and/or hungry and there are very few resources available.
The Living Room is one resource and [what] if a program of that type could be started that would also help men?
6 More housing, job training, & love for teenagers and young adults.
6 More people to help conquer the problem by getting involved. Making sure children are cared for in a safe environment.
6 My biggest concern is that there are tiny kids who are homeless, with their Moms
6 My concern is that children are hungry.
6 Oakmont partners with the Sierra Girls facility nearb;. 2424-248 year old previously incarcerated. They get referred for GED, foster
care, employment…
6 That our youth and future generations will never feel successful, that they will only ever know how to “survive”.
6 There are issues of young children contributing to long term homes problems, broken and dysfunctional families.
6 There is often a disconnect between parents and children that greatly increases the problems. Training, counselling needed to help
get the different generations to work together; even families in programs often need more help to communicate better.
6 There’s always some time to be able to help, I’d like to get my kids involved.
6 Too many children are homeless.
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6 Top priority – children of homeless
6 VOICES: Family is necessary, chosen family.
6 We have a high percentage of homeless youth here.
6 Young men need to be taught, initiated into their responsibilities.
6 Youth homelessness is biggest concern. Not enough awareness around it. Living here since 248, 24 year now
7 [I] saw a scam in San Francisco of a woman with children begging and then going to meet a man sitting in a car.
7 24. Safety- I live next to Homeless Hill and have dealt with safety issues.2. Fire hazard in the field behind my house where the
encampment is located. 24.Theft: my neighbors and I have had multiple break-ins & pieces of property stolen, including children’s
bikes 4. Loitering : in back field behind my house and on our street by homeless individuals.
7 Alternatives to homelessness are sometimes unsafe, especially for females and children who suffer exploitation and physical/sexual
abuse.
7 Anxious when a person is passed out in the park behind my condo. Anxious because the person might need help and I don’t want
the responsibility of bringing in police or medics. Nervous when a person is shouting obscenities and nonsensical, angry-sounding
words.
7 As a kid, I feel unsafe – not around all of them – but the ones that are on drugs are scary. What happened? Why are they like that?
It’s more than being scared, I feel bad for them.
7 At night some are going down alleys and taking whatever can be sold at a flea market! May not be those without homes, no
objection to those that collect recyclables.
7 Bicycle theft ring in Santa Rosa, and feeling safe to ride my bike on SR Creek and Joe Rodota trail.
7 Downtown-pushing homeless people out. From safer lit places to less safe and darker.
7 Doyle Park – It is, or could be, a lovely park BUT it is a homeless encampment – there’s drugs, needles on the ground and pitbulls. I
can’t take my grandkids cause it is a scary place – and the cops look away.
7 Drug people [without homes] are territorial.
7 E. Cotati/Lancaster (Cotati): people living homeless behind the Corner store (safety) Unknown people walking up and down the
street all night.
7 Fear and frustration – [I'm] afraid to encounter people
7 Female homeless in danger.
7 Hard to be living w/homeless crisis and feel safe and compassionate. My mantra: I see you; you are a human being.
7 Having a home should be a basic human right. I want to feel safe to walk along the SR Creek and I don’t right now.
7 I am concerned for the health and safety of the homeless people. I am also concerned for the public safety.
7 I am concerned for them, their safety and comfort. But, I am also sometimes afraid or uncomfortable interacting, and upset by
belongings and trash/human waste in public places (the creeks, parks, business and church property)
7 I don't feel safe on the SR Creek trail. I've seen people lying on the trail, and one time, thought [a man] was dead. My husband saw
homeless people fighting with a shovel. I call the police every week. I feel hopeless and will only walk the creek trail with mace and
my husband.
7 I don’t make eye contact.
7 I find it concerning to see so many homeless people on the streets and in cars/mobile homes all over the city and with especially
high numbers in my neighborhood. I worry about crime, their safety, drug dealing (which is done by people who live in my
neighborhood in houses//apts to the homeless population), unhoused persons at high risk (mental health, addictions, poor health,
children, women). I also worry about how the changing demographic of my hood is affecting my house price.
7 I have a fear of shouting people by the supermarket in my neighborhood. I am sad that I am afraid. It is fearful especially for
women walking alone.
7 I have concerns about possibilities for future homelessness for older women, as well as the elderly.
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7 I’m a woman who walks alone. I don’t feel afraid in general, but uneasy and always think, “that could happen to me.” I think, “How
did somebody get there?”
7 It’s not always safe in shelter
7 Lack of relationships where trust exists to solve problems.
7 My biggest concern is for the safety of children and the mentally ill, and the crime that can be associated with vulnerable people.
7 My hope is that where someone lives will not jeopardize their health.
7 My Safety. The Safety of the homeless. The lack of concern from the top 24%.
7 Our church could do more but we are starting a homeless encampment on church property. A place where people don't get arrested
and molested – where they are safe
7 People are not safe, secure on the most basic level of being able to rely on foor, shelter, physical safety for themselves, their children,
pets & I don’t see/know of solutions!
7 People to have protected housing, feel safe, a sense of dignity
7 Safety (security) and health of those who are without basic needs such as shelter, food, etc.
7 Safety for the person who is homeless and for everyone else, too.
7 Safety is #24 concern. Ability to move about our city without fear-at anytime of day.
7 Safety of parks and streets for children. Needles, human waste, violent fights and walking by people who are suffering are not part
of a health childhood.
7 Safety of the homeless and larger communities
7 Safety. Everyone deserves a roof over their head and a safe place to go.
7 Ten years ago, the trails were not dangerous but now they are not okay after dark or even dusk.
7 That all our residents can be safely housed.
7 That people living out in the cold with no place to sleep without being roused or having to hide. And how dangerous it is on the
street especially for homeless women.
7 The female homeless - I really worry about them being safe and being by themselves down by the creek. My heart goes out to them
and I wonder what their lives are like and I worry about their safety with all the men around.
7 The most concerning is the safety and positive resources available for the homeless I wonder where there will be room in Santa
Rosa during the winter season.
7 The theft in the neighborhood is rampant and I don't want to deal with it. I am considering whether to move out of the
neighborhood.
7 There are problems with theft, especially within the homeless community.
7 Unsafe living conditions for children 7 people who can’t take care of themselves for one reason or another.
7 Unsafe, scary, unsanitary, going to bathroom and breaking in=concerns.
7 We/I talked to someone CHP and he said that it is overwhelming the amount of crime in the encampments.
7 What about security for camps or Park areas?
7 What can be done to address the criminal/near criminal activities of the 8% of homeless who refuse all offers of help, housing or
services. Approx 80 vagrants, litterers, heroin users vandals and bike thieves giving the other 90% of truly homeless a bad image.
7 What is most concerning about homelessness is safety and substance abuse.
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7 When someone is sleeping in the field near us I feel unsafe.
7 Without a home I would miss safety, security and a good night's sleep.
8 [Homeless people should have] access to mental health and drug/alcohol rehab services.
8 $x million [was spent for a] mental health wing on a jail in So Co. It's a question of priorities
8 A hope that those who truly need a secure shelter are able to attain it; and that those who are in need of mental intervention can
receive appropriate treatment.
8 A real mental health system; affordable housing.
8 Access to mental health and drug/alcohol rehab services.
8 Addictions are very different. I worked with a white supremacist guy in rehab. The next person I worked with was a white collar
guy with a job.
8 Also, the number of folks I see have mental health issues with no treatment. Sometimes some of the people seem violent with their
mental illness.
8 Are there things we can do to help the mentally disabled?
8 As we age, we lose healthcare.
8 Available mental health services.
8 Being homeless itself can be a mental health crisis.
8 Better outreach for the mentally ill.
8 Biggest mental health system in U.S. is L.A. County Jail
8 Care for all people, medication, therapy; safety for all people; opportunities for all to be engaged and working; education
8 Challenges of housing and caring for mentally ill.
8 Concerned about the mentally ill who are out of treatment – hurting themselves and others
8 Didn’t want to be alive any more. Hated myself. Called my mom and said I needed help. 20 years old. Most 20 year olds don’t
make the change.
8 Do they have enough help for psychiatric problems, anxieties, depression, substance abuse? These are my concerns.
8 Drug and rehabilitation/alcohol services
8 For increased medical & mental help facilities. Women are neeing places to sleep that allow pets. The church support group
sponsored by the Mission has put people in a place to get to know homeless.
8 Frustration on behalf of the homelessness
8 Health impact to community - the homeless often have a psychiatric illness burden that is compounded by their situation and that in
turn places burden on the community; ultimately has hygiene impact, impact to business/community.
8 Homelessness happens when people are overwhelmed emotionally and physically, though, some are homeless by choice.
8 How homelessness effects people’s health – homelessness and nutrition
8 How to accommodate homeless mentally ill/addicted or others who do not want treatment.
8 I am concerned about their mental and physical health.
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8 I am concerned that some of the people have mental health and drug issues and I am sometimes afraid to walk alone. I know there
is very little help available for these people and it makes me sad.
8 I am most worried about the mental health about those that are on the streets and not having the ability to see doctors and get
medications. I am also concerned about Downtown Santa Rosa and the businesses and the safety of families walking around
downtown. I’m concerned that families will not feel safe downtown.
8 I find it concerning to see so many homeless people on the streets and in cars/mobile homes all over the city and with especially
high numbers in my neighborhood. I worry about crime, their safety, drug dealing (which is done by people who live in my
neighborhood in houses//apts to the homeless population), unhoused persons at high risk (mental health, addictions, poor health,
children, women). I also worry about how the changing demographic of my hood is affecting my house price.
8 I hate that I have to pay for my health insurance yet others are living off the system.
8 I have a feeling of distress because we all need a space to function, a safe place to relax at the end of the day
8 I have a passion to help people, but I feel afraid because I don’t know what to do. A paralysis happens. We need to become more
dispassionate to strategize and get things done.
8 I hope addicted and mentally ill people will be “homed” and given ongoing medical and psychological support.
8 I hope the addicted homeless and others will understand they are unable to change until they go clean.
8 I hope the homeless thatvneed help can be place were needed. Sic.
8 I see 50 people a day who are homeless and many are with mental health challenges. A couple don’t want housing; some desperately
trying to get housing. Some getting tx but can’t find housing.
8 I sometimes see a homeless resident who has obvious mental issues and seems angry. I worry about children walking to school and
I worry that I have no way of helping or addressing this kind of problem.
8 If there are shelters they help people with rehab, but sometimes they are way too strict and they kick people out.
8 Increase money for mental health services
8 Is there any realistic way for homeless people with mental health issues to get diagnosed and reliably treated?
8 It seems like the majority of homeless people are in dire straits, that’s a basic. Without the help, they will continue to be homeless,
even if they are in a shelter. Shelter helps but the medical help also seems to be so essential. Some intervention of therapies -medical, rehab seems essential.
8 It used to be thought: depression, manic depression are socially caused, now it is treatable.
8 It's hard. I had a cerebral issue. I lost my job and I asked for help but I haven't gotten help until now. It’s really hard. I consider
myself homeless because I have to rely on others. I do not have a home. What do I do??
8 Jail – there are drugs and mental health problems.
8 Lack of facilities or protocols (?) to cope with mental health & drug issues of homeless. Affordable houses.
8 Lack of facilities or protocols (?) to cope with mental health & drug issues of homeless. Affordable houses.
8 Lack of housing and general mental cure
8 Lack of psychiatric resources to help homeless who have mental health challenges
8 Lack of treatment for homeless
8 Man screaming mental illness. Police have no services.
8 Man screaming with mental illness – Police have no services
8 Many many years. Whole hippy thing. Social phobia. Impossible for me to go out. Tried to sell myself for a job. Led me into
addiction and homelessness. Then chose to be homeless. Hippy compound. Then terror.
8 Many, perhaps the majority, of homeless have mental issues that are not being addressed. Several speakers bemoaned that doctors
and programs only medicate folks and don’t provide therapy and counselling. Much more attention needs to be paid to this.
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8 Medical care issues are a concern, especially for the poor.
8 Medication- homeless on the street
8 Mental harassment for the “feral” types
8 Mental health issues are part of the problem, not the solution. Society should provide support services, care to individuals,
especially women, children, vets, disabled and mentally ill.
8 Mental health of people who are homeless
8 Mental health. I’m also worried about how the changing demographic in my hood is affecting my own housing.
8 Mental ill persons w/ no shelter makes them worse.
8 Mental ill persons with no shelter makes them worse.
8 Mental illness and drug abuse is a difficult problem for many in So Co. Give the people the [chance] to accept hope. Housing First
model can help.
8 Mental illness and substance abuse have driven my brother to the streets, he was killed by a car.
8 Mental illness is really hard. If you do enough meth you’ll have psychosis. Give you anti-depressants—then you ARE crazy. Mixing
prescriptions and street drugs really a problem. Until we get people clean we can’t assess mental illness. I WAS totally crazy. Now
manager of a store. Must sort out loaded or.
8 Mental illness-lack of services: people in shelters turned out during the day...Marginalization of the homeless [is happening] on all
levels.
8 Mentally ill [homeless] are not given help. Jail is the only option. [There] is not enough treatment.
8 Mentally ill people must get outreach. I see mostly mental illness and substance abuse in the homeless people I see.
8 Mentally ill people on meds start feeling better and then stop taking their meds.
8 More shelters are beginning to be behavioral shelters – rules but only inside the shelters
8 More, more, more mental health care
8 My brother is homeless. He’s bipolar and chooses not to get Rx and to be homeless. Only Rx when in jail AND if the recognize it
and put him on 524-50 hold. He is now in jail with no Rx. He likes the “highs” and Rx takes them away, therefore there may not be
a solution from him. There may be a structural level of homelessness. When he is in a group situation he alienates those around
him.
8 My hope is that those who are homeless and suffer from mental illness can receive the services and support they need to stay safe
and healthy.
8 My hope is that where someone lives will not jeopardize their health.
8 My unit had social workers who were taking care of people from the state hospital. People were good when they took their drugs.
But on the street there’s no easy way to keep to a medication routine.
8 My wife was helping place mental disabled people and she found homes for them, but sometimes people don’t take care to keep
their meds in place and they lost the housing.
8 NAMI is in the jail and are considering peer support contacts in the jail.
8 NAMI’s records show 8% of mentally ill are homeless. Just from contacts to our agency. Some are choosing. But homelessness
could be causing mental health symptoms.
8 Nonprofit staffs are struggling [to keep up] around mental health issues.
8 One medication, Parnate, caused immediate stroke when someone who was taking it drank cheap wine. I thought it was planned to
kill people off. The doctors didn’t know what they were prescribing. People I knew died.
8 Our institutions, foster care, jails, schools, are full of pills, and PTSD.
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8 Over time you develop the addictions, the psychosis. Relapse happens if there is no support. Sometimes just having shoes can
make a difference. If your feet go bad, everything is very hard.
8 People are afraid of the mentally ill [being violent]. But mentally ill are six times more likely to be victims of violence.
8 People are strung up on drugs, continually, and generally lawless and don't care. I would recommend moving them out and
rehabilitating them.
8 People don’t understand how past trauma affects people’s lives including the homeless.
8 People don’t understand how past trauma affects peoples’ lives including the homeless.
8 People who are addicted to drugs and alcohol, mentally ill, developmentally disabled… may or may not be able to be to do the jobs.
There is not enough services and treatment options to help the mentally disabled and addicts.
8 People who are really crazy who actually stay on their medications….they do pretty well.
8 People who have mental problems who years ago would have been institutionalized but who have been left to take medications on
their own.
8 People with mental health issues have difficulty getting services.
8 Physically and mentally ill living (surviving) homelessness.
8 Poor health from living on streets. Poor hygiene and diet. Hopelessness.
8 Seeing people w/ mental health issues not being addressed. As my understanding is that the majority of people that end up in the
streets suffer from mental health issues.
8 Some don't want the rules and won't accept shelter.
8 Some get their food and they go into their homes or cover themselves with their jacket, and don't want to talk. Some people leave
and they go to rehab homes for a year and some get better but others don't want to. If the city wants to help they should talk to
them directly and have them express what they want. A lot of those people that are there don't see a future so they start with drugs
or alcohol as a way to escape
8 Some of the people could hold a perfectly good conversation and then go back to being crazy. Some brains are fried out from
drugs. Don’t know if there is help for them.
8 Some people have a hard time tolerating people who are mentally ill. At the homeless breakfast where I volunteer, people come in
and sit in the cornier and talk to themselves. It can be disturbing but they are not dangerous. People think that mental illness makes
dangerous.
Street violence
against those who are mentally disabled [exists].
8 people
8 Substance abuse and actions get people jailed.
8 Support on mental issues; get information to them; supply the help needed
8 Teenagers that are homeless mentally or emotionally ill out on street, crazy, not capable of holding down jobs
8 The availability of proper health awareness and education program. Disease prevention and nutrition and drug awareness are very
important issues that must be addressed other than just health care and health care costs.
8 The Challenge is that people have to want Rx. The beauty/challenge is [allowing for] free will.
8 The homeless with mental health problems, esp. those who decline services.
8 The idea of people being exposed to the elements and out on the streets in this weather.
8 The ones we see have substance abuse issues - get these folks into treatment programs. Help these folks...I’m a landlord and I don’t
and won’t rent to drug users.
8 The way in which people are treated who face these problems with drugs, alcohol, mental health (the most vulnerable) must be
treated the best—given more time, attention. Many times this group is forgotten. i.e. kids coming out of foster system. Do think
our city council can really fix a lot, not everything. Take a closer look at the existing laws that help the vulnerable. Hold our elected
officials accountable.
8 There are special judicial assignments for adjudicating mental health defendants. Also a new court for chronically homeless persons.
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8 There seems to be zero solutions because of the lack of affordable housing, supports. People get kicked out of shelters for having
symptoms difficult for others to deal with.
8 Undiagnosed mental health things: Bi-polar, so much undiagnosed. Flips out. It’s really mental illness. “My mom is homeless and
does not have money to pay for her bi-polar drugs”
8 Unethical to allow mentally and physically ill people to be without a safety net, medicines.
8 We allow mental illness to be untreated
8 We are not [as a community] dealing with the mentally ill and drug addiction.
8 We need to know how they get in this situation. What about mental health issues? Just being homeless will create these issues.
8 We now spend 57% of city funds on policing; but mentally ill are not helped.
8 What % of homeless population are addicted? The best statistics we have say about 65%
8 What support is needed for families of mentally ill? Response: I don’t know, my brother is in his 50’s, we’ve given up!
9 2,000 people sitting on the streets; making $24,000/mo. Doesn’t cover everything.
9 A group idea for housing like, one homeless person at a time. Set an example of success, listen to success stories in: housing,
employment, increase in income
9 Adequate income, housing and necessary case management; I applaud the response of the community.
9 Even people who work full time are homeless.
9 Find a place for the homeless where they can be useful and valuable members of community. Help them feel valued. Jobs and
housing need to go together.
9 give the homeless a chance to work
9 I feel so bad for [people who are homeless], but also wonder why they don’t get a job or take care of themselves.
9 I've talked to some people that have work for people on the streets, but only a few [homeless] people [show up], and it’s because
some people don't want help.
9 It’s expensive to live here, there is more homelessness in SRs future.
9 Job that doesn’t pay enough for homes—homes they can afford some kind of job/work/education and then job placement
9 Jobs are a huge issue. Some local employers offer jobs to recent homeless and ex-cons and that helps. Getting a job is a primary
need to break the cycle and help homeless gain self-respect.
9 Living wages are different in different areas.
9 Macro: 24. Our economic system is out of whack- Why? The stress on families, especially children. Micro. Where is the net for
help? It’s not wide—community and individual compassion.
9 My hope is that they find jobs, instead of being enabled
9 My job is to help people find a job, but it’s so hard, and the bus system does not work. It’s the worst and doesn't come every hour.
9 That the homeless find jobs & resource to get back on their feet.
9 The job markets force people out, if sick.
9 There are lots of jobs out there, but no one wants to hire addicts.
9 There are no industrial jobs for normal "Joe's."
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9 We can save up money in a shelter, make down payment, but then what. Still can’t afford all the expenses...utilities, phone, rent, food.
9 We don’t have the financial resources as individuals.
9 We need feelings and passion to move us to act. People are on the emotional track, the demand side. The one thing we need is
supply.
9 We need job education and a way for people to make a living.
10 “Affordable Housing” is a nice concept. Someone builds them but they are not affordable for people who are homeless and very
poor.
10 [Adult] children cannot afford to live here [in Santa Rosa].
10 But what if they make skyscrapers or what if Trump comes here and makes a big building and no one is benefited? We need
affordable housing for everybody for the low-income people. We, right now, [need] to build more housing, but they’re probably
going to build houses that we can't enjoy or [costs are] way [too] high.
10 Concern that the privatization & commodification of real estate in the “free market” precludes some socio-economic groups from
having homes. Renting has become as expensive as buying. Man can afford neither.
10 Cost of living is huge in this county. It’s insane. It’s ridiculous. Focus on “more shelters” but we are missing the point. People not
meant to be living in shelters. We need permanent homes. Need to feel like we are contributing.
10 Currently adult children can only afford houses in unsafe neighborhoods, on W. Steele Lane. They moved to Cloverdale as a result.
10 Each place you apply to asks for an application fee, you’re even poorer before you have a place to live.
10 High density of people in homes now means more cars in the streets, parked, less room for children to play.
10 Houses first, then the services can come after. – Mental health and health issues can be handled later.
10 I [found out how to find housing] and there are lots of prerequisites, and I waited two years. And finally, they called me because they
checked my husband's record, and it was bad. And even a ticket affects them.
10 I work with individuals with mental illness and there is no place for them to live. Morally and ethically we must provide for those
who don’t have.
10 I've always had a place to stay, but the government took back my parents' (FHA) home. They went into debt because of high
medical costs.
10 Immediate and sufficient safe housing and inventory that people at the lower wages scale can afford.
10 In Sebastopol sweat-equity house = $2450,000; in San Francisco, $24700 monthly rental is considered low.
10 Lack of affordable housing in SoCo.
10 More affordable housing. This is a first world example but when I was little I was able to save up [to] buy myself a lego set. I gave
up on it and kept spending my money on silly things. And that’s what happens with housing. I think they get discouraged that the
houses are so expensive so they give up.
10 Most people say there is, straight up, not enough housing and on top of that it’s way too expensive.
10 My own kids have to move out of the area because of the price of housing. Why do others expect US to pay for their being here?
They can move someplace more affordable like my kids have to.
10 No cheap places to rent. Section 8 a Joke. Affordable housing for fixed income people.
10 People say they live in subsidized housing, but that's a lie because the rents are always going up and they lose their home.
10 People who currently have apartments won’t be able to afford them so they will either be homeless or leave the community.
10 Rising costs and limited availability of affordable housing will continue to worsen our homeless problem; and that even working
people often cannot find places to live in our area.
10 Section 8 is a 24/24 of income but there’s not much available.
10 So they’re building more housing, but it’s stuff that we can't reach is too expensive
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10 That’s why housing first works. These people are living to survive. Once folks have a place to sleep and put their things, the rest will
get figured out.
10 The Catch 22 of having to keep your income low in order to keep your housing.
10 The down payment for the apartment is like, if it’s $24200 they ask for $3000, but who has that money up front? First and last
month’s [rent] you pay.
10 The rents are getting to be a problem for making homelessness
10 The younger generation – in order to afford to live here, they need to live with a group of people. My daughter was living with four
other people to afford to live here and she wound up moving to Austin, Texas.
10 There are places [to go to find housing or to make a living] but when you go, they ask you a lot of questions. Lots of babies, you
can't have visitors. If I have the babies and someone asks to spend the night, they don't let you. It's very strict. I need to take care
of kids in order to support myself, but they don't let anyone come over, it's too strict.
10 There is not enough housing for women and children.
10 We have a lot going on in Santa Rosa to build affordable housing but a lot of it expires after 8 years; 245 years. It’s a crazy model.
Then the apartments become market rate. That’s run by developers and builders in the city. In Boulder, this doesn’t happen
anymore.
10 Yeah I [finally] found a place. They make you get a place with 3 rooms if you have 3 people in your family and they don't let anyone
else stay with you.
11 [We should] educate for the problems of the homeless, access to public space.
11 As a teacher, it really fits well into any curriculum. I do a lot of things on empathy and how to look at people in different ways. I
could incorporate it into my curriculum.
11 Educating Homeless People: It doesn’t work if people are scattered around. If they are in one spot, social workers and others can
more easily find people to bring resources. An encampment type of place is also a way to educate the general public.
11 Education is needed to understand and help homeless.
11 I am most concerned about the fact that there are many people in our community who do not have a place to call home. I’m also
worried that there is a lack of support and understanding of the homeless community.
11 I am terrified by homelessness. It is an intense cycle. I want more awareness, opportunities to help for the public.
11 I hope that awareness will be raised and more compassion is put forth towards the homeless community.
11 I hope the addicted homeless and others will understand they are unable to change until they go clean.
11 I hope there are opportunities for all these people to be engaged in society. I want their lives to be fulfilling in some way.
11 I hope they want to change the way they live. And want to better themselves.
11 I hope they would want to do something to change their situration.
11 I hope we can provide more training and youth education.
11 I would like to know the different groups of homeless to be able to help specific issues. How many are women, children, mental
health, disabilities, drug users, etc.?
11 I’m gathering info, I’m ignorant and tend to see the morality of what is going on. Things and people have touched me that have
challenged me.
11 Ignorant of programs, what has worked elsewhere.
11 It’s a two-way process. The homeless people need to learn stuff but people who live in homes also need to be educated about
homelessness and some of the problems.
11 More education on homelessness and more compassion
11 More funds and programs to help the homeless with re-education and information
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11 Need to educate people about who is homeless. It is us. We’re all part of it
11 People look at homeless people as intruders. They look the other way. There needs to be help to educate the public about the
difficulties people face.
11 People want to go to school but can’t afford it
11 Some people have gone through special education programs and end up homelessness
11 Sonoma county is such an expensive place to live, we should promote birth control education.
11 The community needs the homeless and they need the community. Homeless opinions need to be respected but homeless [people]
also need to hear what the general community is saying.
11 The new City Accessory Dwelling Unit regulations are a start, but they need to do education and outreach to make people aware. I’d
like the city to further reduce fees for these smaller units.
11 There needs to be a public education about all this.
11 There was this guy who had a job and the company laid him off, he got depressed so he got on drugs, he got in a fight and sold
drugs and went to prison. When he got out, he got offered to play soccer. They have a Homeless Soccer Cup and they offer
scholarships and travel abroad. He turned his whole life around and has a normal life. If more people cared, we can make a huge
difference. We need to educate people about these issues. Some people think that homelessness will always be there, but we can
work together.
11 Those not exposed to homeless want to be educated.
11 We want to find creative ways to draw out the skills and talent of people without homes.
11 When there is high population density in homes, it creates suboptimal learning conditions for children.
12 212 Cities in US have outlawed homelessness and increased police presence to protect homeless and community
12 City Council is under pressure from those with homes. It becomes a political issue when citizens are upset. “how do we eliminate the
issue for those with homes?” Focus on getting rid of instead of helping. Diagnose needs.
12 County Mental Health Dept has outreach teams too that can provide rides.
12 Driving underpass-saw 20–28 people. The tree that was downtown was home to about 8 people. Now lights are everywhere so they
can see who’s sleeping there. Why are we doing this?
12 Fed and State money isn’t likely to come. We should do what we did for the Greenway Project, show up for the city council
meetings and push for more funding.
12 Government is doing damage.
12 I appreciated the stories in the PD and how hard it is for police downtown and businesses. The PD seemed nonpartisan and without
bias.
12 I don’t know what the City government is doing and I need more education. Because I don’t know, it feels like nothing is going on.
We can’t all do everything. Someone needs to be taking care of it. I cannot believe that we are spending so much money to re-do
downtown Santa Rosa. It upsets me so much. That money should go to the homeless or to mental health care.
12 I remember the dumping from the state institutions. Remember when Ronald Reagan closed the hospitals and didn’t set up the
community resources to take care of the people?
12 I value being in Sonoma county and hope the people we elect are doing things for the community, not for themselves.
12 I’m disturbed that SR City used funds for aesthetics over humanity. ($240m for Courthouse Sq.). While we feel we are progressives,
we forget the culture of homelessness. We have to include homeless in aesthetics.
12 My concerns are: bureaucracies move slowly. There need to be a variety of programs—e.g. education, rehabilitation, jobs, not just
housing…working together.
12 non accountability
12 People were given places at the Palms. There is a knee jerk reaction of the city, e.g.
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12 Police are limited with what they can do at encampments and the underpass
12 Seeing arrests/police interventions that would benefit from other types of assistance/help. I work in Montgomery Village and see
security and police called on many people who are doing nothing wrong—merely existing.
12 That the city of Santa Rosa has made more affordable housing and rent stabilization policies a priority
12 The City declared homelessness a public emergency, but I don’t see any visible actions. I don’t see people doing outreach—visibly.
Homeless Emergency sounds good, but I don’t observe a sense of urgency. If it’s done quietly it doesn’t serve a purpose.
12 The City is looking at an ordinance about inclusionary housing, dropping some of the expensive regulations and fees, and other
options.
12 The city is not doing enough, but [doing the] best they can. [Homelessness has] gotten out out of control.
12 The economic status, inflation measures need correcting.
12 The Government has closed the mental facilities .. People languish in jail because they have mental illness. There are people in jail
who are so difficult who can’t be released into the population. Statewide problem.
12 The government Solutions to do better with vets. Fund the promises.
12 The So Co government repossesses homes in a corrupt manner that increases homelessness.
12 The State and the Federal governments have a duty to take care of this problem. It shouldn’t rest only on the local government.
12 They open emergency shelters for flood victims, but not the same response for the homeless.
12 Tired of homelessness. Want Federal govt. involvement.
12 We haven’t dealt with veterans’ issues since Vietnam.
13 [As a member of the community we can] be good people ourselves. Be human together, listen to each other, remember in our
prayers. [We can] raise awareness in groups.
13 [As part of] a Jewish group, we go out and hand out PB&Js, or turkey and cheese sandwiches. It [is] a way to show [homeless
people] that we care and they’re not forgotten. It feels good for them and it feels good for us.
13 [Create a] block watch.
13 [I would like to see] the new generation moving into politics and that more awareness in being brought in.
13 [List] homeless facts in newspaper every week – every week, every Sunday – homeless column
13 [Oakmont could be a] great advocacy bloc for seniors’ low income housing.
13 [Provide] mentors or check-in people for [homeless] individuals.
13 [There are more] positive changes in our homeless. I was approached to join the [peer-to-peer organization] Interlink Board, as a
client. I want to rejoin this board for my own self-esteem.
13 [We need] a wider base than one neighborhood.
13 A grant for a space to develop a housing community – LAND. I’m thinking of the “occupy movement.” Temporary sanctioned
areas for people to live, i.e., port-a-potties, self government space for permanent structures.
13 A lot of people in the community pitching in to help our disadvantaged
13 A safe area for residents, homeless visitors, business owners.
13 Advertise in Oakmont for roommates of similar age, how to link up with some way to screen.
13 Assign community liaisons (volunteers).
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13 Basic physical and emotional needs could be addressed by teams of neighbors, e.g., a day program – community garden; have them
fed and bathed; [receive] therapy through with neighbors.
13 Being invited and encouraged to sit down and engage was helpful
13 Brainstorming for how to start a conversation – or a buddy system with a housed role model
13 Breaking tasks into one night (small bites) helps
13 Can Catholic Charities collaborate with Congregation Shomrei Torah regarding Homeless Hill?
13 Citizens, business owners, government collaborate on providing shelter, even if temporary.
13 Combine vetting by organizations such as Catholic Charities with community providing spaces, parking…
13 Community comes together county-wide to provide a practical, compassionate response that addresses the spectrum of needs &
provides better options for individuals.
13 Community cooperation and integration of services for the homeless. Awareness of the triage concept in treatment.
13 Community help vs government involvement
13 Community teams organize to share the load.
13 Community work – so people who are homeless feel they are part of the community.
13 Congregation Shomrei Torah allows car camping at night, but it’s just in the evenings. Many of the spaces aren’t used. Catholic
Charities screens folks and assigns them a space.
13 Congregation Shomrei Torah’s Social Action Committee has wanted to do something at SRJC, but it hasn’t come together yet.
13 Easements of residences [need] to [change] in Oakmont; should be a process to change us of extra space.
13 Every year we have these conversations and the years pass. Where’s the urgency? Enough studies, more action!
13 Find ways to begin to have people on the street be a part of the community.
13 Generate ideas. Lobby the powers that be.
13 Get community involved, find philanthropist who would [donate] a chunk of land – have the city/county wave their exorbitant
developer fees and have people who want hones to build tiny houses for themselves and each other and learn skills.
13 Hearing directly from homeless feels good
13 How do we as a community rehabilitate people?
13 How many are families, vets, children, [people with] prison records, mentally ill, etc. We need a weekly column in the newspaper, or
a kind of dashboard online. Include homeless facts, other information: Who/what are we afraid of ? What programs do we have
or need? What are we doing now?
13 I am a biologist and see people cutting native vegetation for tent platforms.
13 I am terrified by homelessness. It is an intense cycle. I want more awareness, opportunities to help for the public.
13 I appreciated the positive direction of the HT conversation versus a “get rid of them”
13 I don't really know; I'm new to this area, I just came from out of the country. This is part of figuring out to fix this problem; by
asking the community, it’s huge. We’re not the only city that has this issue.
13 I don’t have solutions. I have lots of opinions but I think having these kinds of forums is important.
13 I don’t know that we can “cure” people. How can we provide the sense of community? It’s not just funding we need; it’s a
paradigm shift that says: We value every member of our community. We think everyone can contribute no matter the situation are.
People can stay whacked out and we still appreciate their gifts.
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13 I feel that we have not found a way to work together on this – it is overwhelming for an individual.
13 I had an experience [with homeless people] through the “Spirit Café” at the Methodist Church. They have hosted a café for the last
five years and welcomed homeless people, which is now up to 80-2450 mostly homeless. There are no requirements for the
homeless to attend; it is designated as a respectful, safe place. We serve healthy food and we build relationships.
13 I hadn’t thought about it from a business person’s perspective before now.
13 I have an idea – I’m in a jewish group and we talk about issues and we were talking about homeless people. We can go out and hand
out PB&Js or turkey and cheese sandwiches. “here you go, here’s some lunch” It would be a way to show them that we care and
they’re not forgotten. It feels good for them and it feels good for us.
13 I have experienced five months of homelessness, not on the streets, but close to the edge. Fortunately I had community support.
13 I want my son to learn how to serve, and to develop values which help the community.
13 I want to do something: get more people involved.
13 I wish that every neighborhood would organize to do their share.
13 I would love to see all of our neighborhoods organized to take care of a part of the problem.
13 I’m willing to fix up houses.
13 It would be beneficial to have a survey and find out what the homeless would like from the community. Ask the homeless.
13 Let’s get a team and go to the people around here. First we’ll go up to Health and Human Services and find out what is going on.
What programs and resources are available?
13 Many of neighbors see it as a threat. Makes me think about how many homeless there are. Make me feel “what can I do?”
13 More community outreach [is needed]; bringing people to know Jesus.
13 More use of Section 8 housing supply in Oakmont.
13 My concern is the number of homeless people, but I like to solve problems. I try to help residents in manufactured home parks. I
testify in front of the City Council. The rise in the mobile home rents doesn’t match the rise in cost of living increases for people
on fixed incomes.
13 My hope is that we, as a community can connect the pieces/resources that allow us to provide secure housing, food, education for
every person.
13 Nomadic Shelter with 8 churches – 24 night a month and the Redwood Gospel Mission. [It] breaks down the stigma. The homeless
[people] are grateful.
13 Not to depend on the government for decision-making regarding the homeless, more community actions, regardless of government
approved.
13 Notice there is a problem. Hope conversation continues.
13 Oakmont - What about using space for students? Students qualify as companions or caregivers for moving into Oakmont?
13 Our church makes dinner for all to attend every Tuesday. We usually serve up to 75 homeless folk.
13 Our community comes together to address this issue.
13 Our personal experience at the Spirit Café has been extremely rich. The majority of the homeless people are so grateful; they just
need to talk. It feels good to give; we get the experience of giving.
13 Peer support needed
13 Political activity re: affordable housing, council, PD, walked precincts.
13 Portland has a successful homeless program and the city employees there but I don’t know the ramifications or the shelter situations.
13 Providing resources, school, jobs, etc. for the homeless so they can use the skills learned to provide for themselves to begin building
a better life.
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13 Regular meetings by and for people who are homeless
13 Shelter – neighborhoods could provide minimal areas of safety.
13 Shelter families when it’s cold.
13 So we know what civic organizations exist. Has there been any effort to ask if they would adopt a number of people. Has anyone
talked to the homeless people and asked them what they want/need?
13 SR Together wants to have neighborhood organizations by next year. This is a proposal we’d like to make.
13 That the community can come together to help [solve] the problem in a way that is long-term, instead of short-term.
13 The community could provide space and material for homeless, plus opportunity: education and work.
13 There are different kinds of homeless (families, mental health victims, students who can’t afford housing, veterans, etc. We need to
understand how to serve each of these distinct populations.
13 There are homeless [people] at SRJC and SSU. These young people are motivated to change their lives. Perhaps people with spare
bedrooms, empty nesters, might be matched with students. Perhaps they could trade chores for rent.
13 There is often a lack of care shown for the homeless in the larger community beyond service providers. That needs to change if the
problem is going to be adequately addressed. Some communities do this much better than others.
13 There should be a “hub,” one place for all the nonprofits to get together for coordination of efforts…a clearinghouse.
13 This requires adequate $$, political will. I have an idea to create volunteer liaisons…they would get training.
13 Volunteers are a possibility, one-on-one assignments has worked. (not living together). The Faith community could be a source.
Not easy!!!
13 Volunteers would need to have good boundaries, spiritual support, lots of training.
13 We are working to establish a model, homeless camp on our church property, for lower risk homeless people. We are experiencing
neighborhood issues.
13 We at Voices need to go out and talk face to face with homeless youth
13 We could do a big event to fund more [services].
13 We could have a small team, a kind of action team. If you are homeless without an advocate, you’re not going to get out of it. I’m
fortunate to have an advocate: one-on-one, like sponsors, CASAs, not stopping at housing. Without help we will lose housing.
13 We had a couple of homeless counts when we first moved in downtown. The church asked people to come in and get counted. We
offered a lot of clothes and food.
13 We need community and employment. Let’s get businesses to help out by employing some of them. If they are working they can
build self-worth..
13 We need places for homeless to build community.
13 We need to tap into the wealth of the community.
13 We’re not practicing what we preach. We could be a model.
13 What do we need to do to get them back to care, support services?
13 What Homeless Talk is doing is the best; creating heightened awareness.
13 Why can’t we let more people get involved?
13 Wider base than one neighborhood
13 Working on the Social Action Committee is where my energy is going. We are going to show a video about a young homeless
Hispanic girl in San Diego. She’s an artist and she really wants a career in art.
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13 Would not want to see homeless camps near me year round, but sometimes, for a little while. It would work best if they rotate with
other neighborhoods.
14 “Hotel” of stacked units, a building wider than tiny cells, [with] common spaces.
14 [The government] needs to convert SDC to Veteran's home.
14 [There is an] inadequate stock of affordable housing in town and county (Section 8)
14 [We need] dry, warm, secure housing for all.
14 $400,000 for 800 containers [as housing].
14 2-4—people sleeping in tents this winter, safe from the elements without police harassment. A number of public encampments.
14 And subsidized housing has so many rules that even kids break them, there is nothing flexible. The only option is a place where they
can live how they want with an entrance and exit.
14 At the recent SR workshop on ending homelessness, the keynote speaker noted that one of the best ways to reduce homelessness is
to hire real estate professionals to connect with landlords to place homeless people into apartments. R.E. pros are professionals at
finding housing, and know how to speak a business language that landlords understand. We should not expect landlords would rent
out of kindness, but out of economic interest. R.E. pros know how to make this case.
14 Building affordable housing.
14 City to make it less expensive to build accessory dwellings.
14 Cloverdale is using old motels as transition housing. Homeless shelter is right across the street from police station. It is small (5-6
people), has rules, e.g., closes doors early.
14 Containers for housing
14 Cost of living is huge in this county. It’s insane. It’s ridiculous. Focus on “more shelters” but we are missing the point. People not
meant to be living in shelters. We need permanent homes. Need to feel like we are contributing.
14 During a recent summit on Ending Homelessness, the key note speaker (a Canadian as I recall) noted that one of the best ways of
reducing homelessness is to hire real estate professionals to connect with landlords and placing homeless people into apartments.
The idea of hiring real estate professionals is that they are professionals at finding housing and know how to speak a business
language that landlords will understand. The speaker noted that we should not expect that landlords will rent out of kindness, but
out of economic interest. Real estate professionals know how to make this case.
14 Empty buildings make me angry. Use them for temporary places to rest overnight and sit during the day.
14 Find multiple locations for them to settle and be welcomed and for those with mental health issues to get them addressed as soon as
possible. We need to get the families with kids help. Our entire city needs to respond - no more them vs. us or “not in my
neighborhood.”
14 Fire alarms and code regulation have raised the cost of housing. We don’t all need a dishwasher. We have to get the cost of
housing down so people can stabilize and move on.
14 Foreclosed homes can be used again.
14 Getting land & putting up pre-fab small homes. Not letting all the bureaucratic problems be stumbling blocks.
14 Group homes for mentally handicapped or can’t function around others.
14 group homes for teens with loving parents
14 Group living is difficult for all kinds of folks.
14 H.U.T.S. would be good paired with communal kitchen and bathrooms. Don’t know where/how to set that up and where/how to
get needed services.
14 Housing for all.
14 Housing, tents, lockers at the old county hospital on Chanate!
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14 I am alarmed at the student housing crisis. Can the city incentivize us turning our garages/granny units into livable spaces? Change
the permitting process...tax incentives?
14 I don’t agree…they have found in S.Jose that spreading it out allows for more vibrant communities, and doesn’t have the negative
impact on housing values.
14 I feel like we can be more creative with our solutions. We certainly have enough real estate and land here.
14 I have a whole bunch of clients involved in the (Santa Rosa Collective on Mental Illness Note: facilitator may not have this name
correct) but they live in homes. You can’t make more than $24400. Violent crimes or felonies aren’t eligible for these group homes.
14 I hope that building codes can be relaxed enough to allow many smaller options to become available.
14 I hope that some time in the near future everyone will have a decent home.
14 I hope the county govt. will tell Shirlee Zane’s corp real estate sponsors to go chase themselves and will turn old Sutter Hops. Into
hundreds of tiny appts. Renting for $80/mo.
14 I like the Housing First model
14 I’ve seen Youtube videos of various communities where they’ve built little, tiny things, enough room to sleep with a lock on the
door, a central bathhouse, and kitchen for all. Privacy. Lots of people would prefer that to sleeping under a bridge.
14 Interim housing for mentally ill homeless people while they are being stabilized, post diagnosis.
14 Low cost housing for young people/students
14 Maintaining homes for seniors.
14 Medium, short and long term housing
14 More available/affordable housing and more services! The “motel” + living skills model in South SR is a good start. We need 8-20
more.
14 More options in housing from tent cities, respite, tiny pods, long terms dorms, drug treatment centers, mental health homes.
14 More rental housing building and incentives for builders; encouragement ofr granny unit creation; code regulation to allow these
14 More shared housing opportunities. Here is Oakmont sharing is an idea. Transportation may be a problem but bus service to
central city is available.
14 My goal 8-242 groups of people in small houses, 24 or 2 [of them] for LGBTQ, intake, know resources, sober living and transitional
living.
14 My hope is that the community [will] develop new models of living as we have in ancient times.
14 My hope is that the homeless population has decreased, abandoned homes are used again.
14 Open spaces for building shelter of whatever size/type, length of time.
14 People who would find the homeless & help them with their meds. Need SRO’s for them (SRO=single room occupancy)
14 Permit and time of the building process can be streamlined and done efficiently and quickly. No 30 year restrictions. Smaller Units,
no sq ft restrictions-smaller fees. Second unit state level, city has to go along.
14 Permit parking for people without homes.
14 Physically disabled women re-dignified to at least the level of veterans by being honored with a toilet, shower; stove and bed that
does not require giving up human rights. Build them Lavvu huts.
14 Plenty of room for So Co to spread out; neighborhoods would object to one huge complex, but hard to access services when
housing units are scattered.
14 Point of view may make a difference. Mental illness precludes personal contact; may take a professional there: but community
should be able to offer basic shelter, basics.
14 Pre-fab small homes
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14 Problem insensitive landlords, tennants who don’t know their rights and who don’t want to be kicked out-complication.
14 Santa Rosa City should look at it’s building policy. We must grow up, not out. Increase density. Let’s not become San Jose!
14 Santa Rosa has legal, “safe camping” areas/camps. Camp Michela is due to close because land is scheduled for development. Where
can it go?
14 Sonoma County says it wants to build 2200 units and holding a summit on 2424/247. Should they be “scattered around” or in one
complex?
14 Sonoma Development Center
14 SR may have missed similar opportunity on S. SR Ave., i.e., The Palms.
14 Temporary living spaces with professional mental and health care facilities
14 Tent city at fairgrounds.
14 TENT COMMUNITIES and CHANATE, DOWNTOWN GARAGES
14 That all housing options will have a place until permanent housing is available: Tented camps-place for anyone who wants to be in
open. Safe parking place for everyone who wants or needs it, tiny houses, permanent or transitional group housing in unused
buildings. Clean fresh water everywhere: water fountain Clean restrooms for all.
14 That public housing be established for all with a sense of community.
14 The city is building homes but they are too expensive. We need more apartments and stuff.
14 The City should make it easier for builders to get approvals…the process is not attractive. Process cumbersome and fees too high.
14 The county government tells Shirlee Zane’s corporate real estate sponsors to go buy a kite and turns the old Sutter Hospital
buildings into hundreds of tiny apartments renting for $80/mo. The city government enacts rent control and rollbacks and justevictions.
The hospital
on Chanate is vacant. I toured the Family Services facility which was once a hospital and it is amazing. Why can’t
14 cause
Chanate be used like that?

14 The Palms is a bit of a flop that doesn't comply with the original Housing First principles, e.g., dispersing housing for people
without homes and integrate them into neighborhoods. It doesn't have enough infrastructure, i.e. nearby affordable shops for food.
14 The Palms, using existing structures is good.
14 The Planning Dept. must have a list of all the city property [to share with the public].
14 There are a lot of empty lots where they hang out and they should get help, making a building where they can live, small rooms, but
somewhere where they can live.
14 There are government barriers to building; should be lowered.
14 There are many abandoned, foreclosed, and empty houses that could help the problem if they were put into housing stock. Also,
that would create jobs for some homeless that are desperately needed.
14 These new regulations for the Accessory units would not have happened without a State mandate. The regs are still being written,
now is the time to lobby for the rules that will reduce fees, allow for denser development, and speed up the planning/permitting
Tiny homes & places to put them.
14 processes.
14 Tiny House encampments with cheap buses, provide support
14 Tiny houses are a band-aid. The Palms is a good move, rennovate existing city properties.
14 Ways to create housing for mothers and children especially; also, for families; some innovative ideas for small units
14 We need a new species of builders, something in between, not high profit or low profit.
14 We need more grass roots support for alternative housing resources, e.g., a lot of people collectively putting money together and
buying property together.
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14 We need more people to accept disabled with pets (service pets) and companion pets.
14 We need stepping stones toward sustainable solutions, e.g., Palms.
14 We should turn our passion toward new housing models.
14 What concerns me most is that fact that daily, hard working families are being evicted from their housing due to no fault of their
own. These families have no short term housing options for them. There is nearly no low income housing available to move to.
14 Would ideally like to live away from congestion, cheap and low-key and totally disconnect from the internet.
14 Would like to see big community of tiny houses built on a site where there’s a communal kitchen, showers, electric hook-ups that
would be in a safe, protected area.
14 You have housing and they say you can’t have a dog. People don’t want to go to some place where they take away more than they
give.
15 [Understand] how the public and our tax dollars enable and contribute to homeless. How our tax dollars go to providing for
homeless so they can continue to be homeless.
15 Add a 24-2% tax on businesses to fund afterschool programs. Big Brothers, Big Sisters programs.
15 Afraid to be homeless. We need more govt. stipends.
15 Amend a system. A bond, paid by people who have benefits.
15 Cal Vet funded by bonds.
15 County/city can minimize regulations in building low-income. Nothing is being done with old Sutter Hospital after 2 yrs vacant.
Put up tiny houses on county/city property. Tent cities.
15 Density bonuses – tie rates to square footage; make it less expensive to build less square footage.
15 Develop land.
15 Easing restrictions and cost of developing adjacent structure on your property. It is too expensive to “permit” that. We need to
amend the cost or restrictions. We need the mechanism for regulating rents.
15 Encourage granny units in SR.
15 For the public and our tax dollars to NOT enable and contribute to the homeless.
15 Homeless Youth demonstration project-could be Voices with Mental Health Dept. $$$ from HUD for model projects.
15 I am alarmed at the student housing crisis. Can the city incentivize us turning our garages/granny units into livable spaces? Change
the permitting process...tax incentives?
15 I hope the [tax] money is divided better. I hope homeless people are a bigger focus.
15 I hope the money towards people is divided better. I hope homeless people are bigger focus.
15 I hope there will be partnerships developed in both the private and public sector.
15 Ideal home would be close to the city center to be with the community, within walking distance from shopping, drive less.
15 In this information age there are many options with Go Fund Me, etc. We have a pretty enlightened county here.
15 It was proposed that maybe a 24% tax on business and used for afterschool programs would help.
15 Let’s use county land to house these folks!
15 Minimize zoning requirements
15 Not many of my taxes are going to help solve this issue.
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15 Our streets aren’t that nice. [Taxes are] paying for wineries, weather and yuppies.
15 People lose their houses. There used to be a relocation allowance. That was a good thing. Does that still happen?
15 Personal, societal, emotional responses [often don’t help in allocating funds]; the military are dispassionate about solving the
problems, so they get lots of funding. Is our passion fueling us, or hindering us? Our fear or emotion hinder and paralyze.
15 Propositions on the ballot. We don’t have any help for people. How about a ballot measure for the next election to solve this
problem?
15 Rage against Gov. Regan who started homelessness by closing mental health facilities. Since then homelessness has become endemic
here, the richest country in the world!. Are there any government (Fed) funds available to ease this situation which affects so many?
15 Regarding former Sutter Hospital [Chanate]…it is not earthquake proof. So Co could sell to developers for high-end housing and
use $$ for affordable/homeless uses. So Co Development Center could be used in the same way.
15 Several group members expressed concern about the increased tax on cigarettes and how it could hurt the homeless and the working
poor who could become homeless.
15 There is enough land in the city, so there should be no homeless.
15 There is money to house folks if it was a priority.
15 There needs to be incentives for someone to build 500 sq. ft. units. Allow this to be done more economically…allow for decent size
projects, [more units] to justify the cost. Fees for [units] under 24000 sq. ft. should be very small to make the projects economically
feasible.
15 There should be county $$$ for low rent housing.
15 Twenty years ago, when I moved here, a friend/contractor was going upscale because of high cost of building, which is partly
because of government fees. I would like to build rental units, but fees are $25,000.
15 We can approve local funding that will allow our workforce as well as poor people to live here.
15 We need a restored Federal housing budget. Take it from war/military budget.
15 We need the political will to reallocate resources. The money is there. There is a lack of prioritization.
15 We need to create a hybrid of market and affordable housing.
15 We need: infill, building density, so it can be cost effective.
15 We worked with the City on transfer tax legislation, and instead of using for affordable housing it went to “unfunded mandate”.
15 What happens to parts of budget not used???? Again, accountability.
15 Where is the money to help homeless people? I hope it is found.
16 [Here at Oakmont], there are regulations against having under 55’s staying here, even our kids can’t stay for more than 60 days.
16 [I say] no rent control here - people will come if we have it.
16 [I want to live in] a community where people are not being pushed to the streets by greed!
16 [We need] low-cost housing for young people/students.
16 [We need] rent stabilization and just cause eviction policies or something to support people staying in their homes; resources to
facilitate shared housing.
16 and for the subsidized housing, you don't qualify if you don't have a job. They ask [if] you make enough, and, if you don't, you get a
place.
16 and I'm hearing that you want more ways for people to qualify, that it doesn't just need to be if they have work. If part of it the
qualification is having a job and enough income; it’s part of the problem.
16 and to apply for housing it’s $46. And if you don't get it you lost that $46. Per person.
16 Camp Michela, the public homeless encampment, had to move. The Quaker meeting wanted to help but the nursery and church
next door were able to stop it even through it wasn’t on their property. Could there be regulations to prevent this kind of
interference?
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16 Concern that the privatization & commodification of real estate in the “free market” precludes some socio-economic groups from
having homes. Renting has become as expensive as buying. Man can afford neither.
16 Cost of rent to Homeless Vets—anyone who fought and almost died for our country should be cared for, reason we can sit here is
because they fought
16 Greed drives high rents. Everything is out of control.
16 Homes for aging – need low-income [housing.]
16 How this relates to rent control is that landlords do not have an incentive to rent to homeless people when there is a threat of rent
control. Furthermore, the real estate industry will not be interested in participating with the city as long as the city is pursuing rent
control.
16 I hope to see our city council begin to pass policies that will keep our families from living on the streets. Rent Stabilization needs to
be set as a precedent.
16 I said that if they knew [my husband's record would] affect [my chances of getting into subsidized housing] why didn't they tell me?
[These were applications] to rent [housing].
16 I’d like for [the community] to construct more affordable housing and apartments.
16 It is too expensive here, unable to build equity and rents keep rising.
16 It’s all about money. Greed. It’s not that money isn’t there but priorities aren’t right. Like renovating downtown. If someone has a
big yard, they should be helped to put small structures there. Even people who want to help—their hands are tied by restrictions.
16 Landlord, rent control does not affect the moral dilemma, e.g., Llano Road "lust."
16 Make it illegal for a landlord to raise the rent
16 No rent control here! People will come if we have it.
16 North Bay Organizing Project is advocating for rent raise controls and just cause evictions. The city has a homeless coordination
position: Kelly Kykendall. There will be new council members who seem to support solutions.
16 Owner bought property for a low rate, from a woman who went “under.” Now he is raising rents way too high. If we could control
greed, that would be great.
16 Rent control is a good start.
16 Rising rents are terrible.
16 Single use rent - $6000 for 4 people
16 That city-county will increase stock of affordable housing. For starters require incorporation of affordable units in newly developed
complexes; don’t just require mitigation fees, which don’t lead to new housing stock anytime soon.
16 There seems to be this fight between tenants and landlords around rent control. If the landlords are able to raise the rent so high
that people can’t afford it, we will have more homeless because of that.
16 We need better regulations on landlords/rent controls.
16 We need rent control.
16 Zoning is a problem.
17 ...concerned, reliable coordination of all agencies already working on it i.e. something like establishing a “department" addressing
homelessness
17 And I wish that the city would organize professional support to help neighborhood volunteers.
17 Begin a Center like the Wishing Well. This would be a storefront with advocates, placement services, and a second-hand store. The
Police could take people to this Center instead of just displacing them from downtown and under bridges.
17 Christchurch New Zealand had a good plan
17 City Council – Ask them to spend money to do the research on programs that work in other cities.
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17 Dept. of Agriculture held a lottery of land to develop tract dwellings. Everyone who won the lottery had to put in sweat equity and
had to work on all the houses in the tract. Different from Habitat for Humanity model in that everyone worked on all houses in the
tract, not just individual house. This was sponsored by the Dept. of Agriculture in Park City, Utah.
17 Each group helped the next group moving forward. Everyone had a job and the sales money went to them.
17 Habitat for Humanity
17 If someone is homeless, no police but yes social worker.
17 In Eugene, OR, people were taught how to rehab old appliances, to clean and refurbish mattresses, to run a glass foundry (items for
purchase…). A woodworking shop taught them to build housing and furniture. Second-hand clothes shop for funding and there
etc. had
Thesuccess
city setwith
all this
in abandoned
17 were
Lookother
aboutprojects,
at placesbusinesses,
where they’ve
theup
Homeless
issue buildings. Website: http://freshgrok.com/satarah/SVdp/
17 Maslows heirachy of needs. As a community use this. City officials must be concerned about this If these vulnerable’s needs aren’t
met then all of us suffer. Get rents down.
17 Mentally ill need outreach. Denmark has an incredible social outreach system.
17 Provide more housing and support - it’s simple and not easy. We want to get to “functional zero.” Salt Lake City has done it by
repurposing existing structures and building new housing.
17 Quest is how do we reach? HOST is engaging with them. So they can reach out when they are ready.
17 Salt Lake City - example of working with homeless and housing. We should look closer at models that work. They have done a very
good job.
17 SR use a model like Boulder that has learned affordable housing must stay affordable and not revert to market level in x years.
17 There are successful models.
17 They have found in San Jose that spreading out [housing for homeless] allows for more vibrant communities and doesn’t have the
negative impact on housing values.
17 waccobb.net – starting new household
17 We need new housing models! We should turn our passion toward new models.
18 A huge number of homeless people are aged out foster kids. Sometimes homelessness is brief, but shouldn’t have to be homeless at
all. Kids in college have no place to go for Christmas break.
18 A place like the Living Room but for men [is needed]; I hope for them to help themselves; more resources
18 A second mental health unit is being opened, Crisis residential units run by Progress Foundation. Peer run respite unit to open with
6 beds. Peer respite is a new thing. No clinicians just trained peer support in a house. Stay up to 2 weeks. But not for homeless at
this time…a respite for those on the verge of crisis. It is an alternative to hospitalization. it may be open to homeless in the future.
18 Address folks who are doing all right and not just getting by first.
18 Affordable housing/communal housing paired with job training and placement. Improved psychiatric access
18 Are there people in service agencies trained to deal with mental health issues? Mobile Support Team, a county team who can deal
with mental health issues along with the police, but there aren’t enough of them. they are not 24 hours nor count-wide, but
18 expanding.
Bathrooms available to customers – need to be available to all
18 Case workers: General relief workers are either the most caring or the most burnt out.
18 Catholic Charities came when someone set up a camp at the end of the street.
18 Catholic Charities is great but I don’t see much cooperation between agencies. Where is Red Cross? St. Vincent’s? The other
agencies.
18 Combine vetting by organizations such as Catholic Charities with community providing spaces, parking…
18 Community members doing the social work. Maybe not paid.
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18 Community policy “No Place Like Home” is a state program to fund permanent housing for homeless mentally ill, but will require
case management. Have we learned enough to create the “best practices” for mentally ill? Are we creative enough? Sonoma
County’s CDC will make one application next Dec (20247) to compete for this money. We need “real people” in this discussion
preparing for the application. This funding will come with a 7% cut in direct services funding.
18 Crimes committed by homeless are a big problem; training and rehab needed to change that behavior.
18 Crossing the Jordan: Their family as a belief system, belief in God.
18 Disconnection between the needs [of the many homeless people walking the neighborhood] and services [to meet those immediate
needs for food, shelter, healthcare] and solutions [to prevent people from falling into homelessness].
18 Do police need training?
18 Drop in Shelters needed, integrated environment, some place else to go. Place where you can be heard.
18 EBT Cards get traded for drugs.
18 Expand shelters.
18 Explore Catholic Charities to expand their work.
18 Familiar with Nomadic Shelter. Shelter is the solution we need
18 Family reunification for homeless – happening in the City of Oakland.
18 Forcing people to accept the aid that is available is problematic. It’s really just one step from there to concentration camps.
18 Fully funded and staffed center that offers to meet all basic needs plus vocational skills, hygiene care, mental health care, housing
connections, case management and long-term help.
18 General Assistance is mandated to be in every county. What does it offer in Sonoma County?
18 Get [homeless people] stable by getting them into housing. Familiar with Nomadic Shelter, shelter is the solution we need.
18 Goodwill thrift stores should have emergency services, where they can get clean clothes, use phones. Homeless can’t do laundry.
18 Helping the homeless to get phones.
18 Homeless people also need support with their pets, a place for them to live and eat
18 Homeless people do not have an avenue to financial recovery.
18 Hope – involvement by city leaders thru community involvement, to devise or develop living spaces for immediate shelter, followed
by training, education and replacement of people into the society.
18 Hope: more shelters so they won’t be sleeping on the street or in front of businesses.
18 How about people being referred to services when they are released from jail? Systems need to be set up to assure this happens.
18 I didn’t see people getting better through feeding people at the mission. People got to think of mission as their home and then
became demanding. Here, we provide.
18 I don't have a place to live right now. I have nothing. I need to apply again for social security. It’s way too hard. If you’re with
someone that isn't nice they just don't let you do anything and people don't return because of that.
18 I don’t know what’s out there. I know COTS and Catholic Charities but I don’t have the whole picture.
18 I don’t want to give them money because they should utilize services. I understand it’s important to be where’ there’s traffic.
18 I hope for a home for all people and animals included.
18 I hoped the Social Service Department would be here tonight. They should go out and bring information and connections to
homeless people.
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18 I know people that can go to the doctor, so they get worse, because they have no one that can take them.
18 I liked [other participant’s] idea to use the parking garages downtown for people to sleep at night. The city owns them and there are
bathrooms there.
18 I live next to the Dream Center. They run a tight ship and it’s a multi-pronged approach: food, education, employment, health
services, etc.
18 I ran the shelters in LA for SRO and homeless people. People could get their mail. People were really innovative with their general
assistance. Sometimes they used it to buy something to resell and make more money, sometimes toys; sometimes drugs.
18 I want to see the Old Fish location become a home/service center for veterans or others needing help.
18 if people are going to lose their home—programs that help them keep it
18 Interview folks at SAY. They understand the issue and know what works. Grow their model.
18 Is there something at Mendocino and Administration drive set up to allow tiny houses or some kind of other shelter. I’m totally
open to that use.
18 It would be great to set up bulletin boards to create a Bartering Board System throughout the community, at markets, schools, public
spaces, where people can offer skills or a place to stay, anything they can share with each other.
18 Lack of beds and supervised treatment
18 Lack of safe transitional housing – for mothers with daughters and children (esp. girls)
18 Lockers, washers, dryers, access, walk-in to 2124 (services)
18 Map – where are the camps?
18 Marijuana should be recognized as a valid way to treat homeless.
18 More centers are needed, places for homeless to go.
18 More opportunities for individual needs.
18 More places like The Palms and Housing First
18 more programs like “this one” for youth and addicted something better,
18 More public bathrooms
18 More resource/services for the chronic homeless.
18 More resources: rescue missions with a purpose such as education instead of just a handout.
18 More shelters for the homeless to protect them from harsh weather, at least have shelter! It’s xx degrees out right now, I’m freezing
in my flannel. They have to sleep in this weather, in the rain!!
18 My hope - The Living Room changed my life. Clothes, eat two meals, great services!
18 My Santa Rosa app [expand to include] taking a picture of [someone in need], sending it in and the staff will take action.
18 My understanding is that shelters are dangerous or can be difficult. It’s not always so great, but it’s better than being outside.
18 My wife had a booklet from Catholic Charities that he gave out; some people gave it back.
18 Norway, socialized government. Instead of police, the Social Worker comes around and they specialize in the street culture. If you’re
a widow, they come to talk. If they see anyone who needs hehlp, they seek them out. Rather than separating people out, it’s all the
same. The homeless, the widow, the elderly. No demonizing, marginalizing or ostracizing.
18 Number of physically disabled women over 50 non-drug dependent on the streets with walkers, heavy bags. These women have
been displaced by priority funding for veterans.
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18 Open up city parks, bathrooms, medical help on site. More money for housing.
18 Overwhelmingly impressed with Mary Isaacs’ COT, [where] 624-day stay is average. Some people really can’t handle the rigidity and
the crowded conditions. Lots and lots of people stay 6 months. Many people have jobs that live there.
18 People dying families torn apart. How long it takes to get into family shelters.
18 People need to have a place to put their stuff.
18 People who are new to the community and become homeless. How do they get the knowledge of what is out there?
18 Permit camping sites for people without cars.
18 Police have CIT (Critical Incidence Training) and are responding to M.h. calls much improved.
18 Police presence to protect and monitor”
18 Porta-potties everywhere and staffed
18 Positive changes in our homeless. I was approached to join the Interlink board (as a client). When people don’t follow the rules—I
give them the benefit of the doubt. I want to rejoin this board for my own self esteem.
18 Protection from violence-when homeless, your are exposed and vulnerable. Something policy-wise to protect themselves.
Suggestion people with PTSD, other mental health diagnoses could voluntarily register with coded information so responders can
know their diagnosis.
18 Provide lockers, washers, dryers, access, walk in to 2124 services.
18 Provide more toilets and showers for people without homes.
18 Provide Port-a-Potties everywhere, and staffed.
18 Public lockers, camps, facilties
18 Redwood gospel mission-people who have been there the longest feel “this is my turf ”
18 Safe parking
18 Seems like builders could build something less expensive and have services.
18 Services like info & referral
18 Shelters are seen as a place to get addicted or to start.
18 Sloan House has a 50% success rate.
18 So this is a subsidized living situation. So they have a lot of rules. I didn't know that. Other problems? Other rules that are
problematic?
18 That members of homeless community are not guided to available community services and, more importantly, [not] guided from
homelessness to long-term housing.
18 That people don’t know where to go there needs to be one place for homeless recources (sic). I think S. Diego County is a good
example and takes care of their people. Rohnert Park is lacking recources (sic)-little to none. The water agency taking people’s stuff
without warning.
18 That there be more resources for the homeless community and there be more places for shelters.
18 The City of Santa Rosa just approved guidelines for public encampments.
18 The Crisis Stabilization Unit (Psych Emergency) is very helpful, a beautiful facility with therapeutic dogs.
18 The lack of public restrooms in downtown area and in parks.
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18 The Living Room changed my life, [providing] clothes, eating two meals, great services!
18 The Living Room saved my life.
18 There are reasons why shelters don’t work for everyone – you can’t bring your pets, they separate you if you’re a couple.
18 There is a Board and Care Coalition (small group home network)
18 There is nothing available in HUD.
18 There needs to be better outreach and appropriate housing for specific disorders (mental health or addiction.) Lack of choice.
18 There needs to be more floating support for homeless, case management.
18 There needs to be some central place for making arrangements and seeing regulations are followed.
18 There's a place that’s far and on Chanate. There’s a garden and a person that gives art and computer classes, a place for people to
wash their clothing. It’s called the Wellness Center
18 There’s different kinds of homeless (families, mental health victims, students who can’t afford housing, veterans, etc) [services]. We
need to understand how to serve each of these distinct populations.
18 They’re given clothing but where's the shower? Near this place I see lots of camping trailers and I see an outhouse, but where is the
shower? There is no help.
18 This person in LA also said, “If there weren’t so many services provided, maybe I’d get my act together.” This was just one person.
18 Those who suffer the most, e.g., veterans, women, children, or those with mental or alcohol problems, need to be sought out and
helped.
18 Toilets and showers [available for homeless]
18 Transportation for those to get around to basic food and safe places when there is no car
18 We don’t give up on you. Maybe a 24 day kick out. In other programs you have to start over. Life isn’t like that. You have to start
where you messed up.
18 We need a central place where workers go out to the homeless people and tell them about what help there is.
18 We need better outreach and appropriate housing for specific disorders, i.e. mental health or addiction. There is a lack of choice.
18 We need case workers: General relief workers are either the most caring, or the most burnt out.
18 We need lockers and storage options for homeless people.
18 We need lockers in parks.
18 We need more case management with realistic caseloads. It establishes a relationship between person and provider. They can reach
out to when they are ready to seek Rx/services.
18 We need more resources/services for the chronic homeless.
18 We need public lockers, and places to dry out in rainy weather. Empty buildings like Sutter Hospital should be used.
18 We need services like into [sic] and referral.
18 We need to create a program [that puts] people together to share resources, match them up [through needs and resources], show
them how to budget [their money], counsel and mentor.
18 What are the resources for homeless mentally ill? Wellness Center, CSN, HOST,…..
18 What if emergency shelters were more short-term, 8-90 days, particularly in the winter?
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18 When I was a beginning social worker, our county’s social service for poor people was to give them a bus ticket to LA County.
Literally. Now that is illegal, I think.
18 Wrap around services for homeless
19 [Get] help from homeless to clean up the litter.
19 [I] worked at Deveraux Foundation in Santa Barbara, a social service program. The community opened their hearts to these people.
We had a Work Activity Center for people who have the ability to work. Some people want to be out of homelessness and others
don’t. We have to be more creative about meeting needs of homeless people.
19 Catholic Charities have been supporting someone who had been homeless to do outreach.
19 Communities that offer hope and safety nets: outreach and resources, employment opportunities that can assist in life skills and
long-term solutions for homelessness.
19 First thing is to find them a job.
19 Hand them a mop and they work for something and then they feel good about it, food, housing. People want to be productive.
19 Help is needed to help [homeless people] get jobs.
19 I hope that the homeless people could find meaningful employment and be motivated to work.
19 I went to the opening of the Palms and they had a summit there and one of the men there stood up and said “I’m really grateful for
these services but what we really want is a job! I want to be able to afford my own stuff.”
19 I would like to see a self-help program started similar to the one in Eugene. Volunteers taught classes in woodworking, rehabbing
appliances, mattresses, learning many trades to eventually build housing and teach other homeless people like they were taught.
They had a full glass-making class that made art as well as dishware and glasses. They had a shop where the y sold donated goods, as
well. Very impressive.
19 It’s hard to find a job, say, for instance you’re just out of jail have no family, so many problems can get in the way.
19 Job opportunities so they can take care of themselves. Provide medical help for those who have mental issues.
19 More job accessibility
19 More jobs so the homeless can make their lives better on their own, even just In n Out.
19 Programs to clean up, community service, 40 hours of work, then we feed them.
19 Someone who has been homeless is good for outreach because people tend to trust that person. We need more like this.
19 Staff here – some used to be homeless. They turned their lives around.
19 We need more transportation for people to go to work, it takes the whole day for someone to get to Santa Rosa from Petaluma.
19 We need to [create] a program [that puts] people together to share resources, match them up [through needs and resources], show
them how to budget [their money], counsel and mentor [them].
19 We need to have jobs that pay a living wage; a lot more rehab facilities; get college loans off of peoples’ backs.
20 “Support System” is foundation here. To love somebody is to serve somebody. How do we serve them to make their life better?
Giving someone a ride to detox…that is loving someone.
20 A possible donation of home and property to help.
20 A woman today asked for money and I gave her $24 and she was so grateful.
20 As an individual the most important thing we can do is treat them as human, regardless of their health, hygiene or addictions.
20 Awareness is the first step toward finding solutions for the problem.
20 Being able to contribute is a source of self-esteem.
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20 Building trust is essential. One-to-one connection is really important.
20 Compassion was shared in a story.
20 Easing peoples’ fears.
20 Find ways to break invisibility. People are raised to “not see”. Our country is based on super individuality, the way we do it at
VOICES is to say, “Hi, how are you?" We don’t care if they just got out of jail or detox. You must just start meeting them
differently.
20 Have empathy.
20 Hearing real stories is so valuable.
20 Homeless people can communicate to others – advocate.
20 Homeless people may have a lack of hope. Don’t want to try. How do I help?
20 How can I learn more about the lives of those who are homeless and who suffer from mental illness?
20 How do we get volunteers trained?
20 How do we listen to the different needs, e.g., the homeless and the business people?
20 I don’t know what to do
20 I have empathy without a solution. I am not sure it is “safe” in several ways for persons without hones to be living without clean
water, foods or hopefulness – not just for myself, who lives alone, but also for the families.
20 I like to solve problems. I try to help residents in manufactured home parks. I testify in front of the City Council..
20 I need to get to know them by name.
20 I visit with them face-to-face, listen to them and introduce myself. I make an attempt to connect with them. I’m always respectful in
my interactions with them.
20 I walk all the time. I pass many people who are obviously without a home. I am aware all the time how it could happen to me too.
I am always cordial but admit I am uneasy. I want to see more help and want to know what I can do.
20 I went to Chicago this summer and I was on the street corner, my phone broke on the plane so I stopped by an ATT store to buy a
charger. This guy was outside the store and I gave him $5 and my aunt was in shock and asked why I gave him money and I said “it’s
not my choice to decide what he spends his money on, but it’s my choice to help.”
20 I worked in events to raise money. Are people using events to raise money? It could be done.
20 I would rather give to institutions and agencies.
20 I’m concerned because all the homeless living in Baer Park have suddenly gone and I don’t know why. Did one of the more uptight
neighbors call the cops and make up some story about the people?
20 I’m overwhelmed. I will cry. It’s all around me. I see it. I’m not part of it. I feel a great sadness and guilty. A man asked me for
money – I said “no.” I’m overwhelmed because I can’t say what I’m feeling.
20 If everyone cared, it would be a whole lot better.
20 If everyone gave a homeless person a dollar, it would solve everything.
20 If everyone thinks that someone is going to help, then, they are less likely to help because they think someone else will do it.
20 If I do anything more, I’m going to over-extend myself.
20 It’s not up to us to know or care what they spend it on when you give someone a buck. If you have a bunch of dollar bills, it’s okay
to just give it. I always give a dollar and keep some for that purpose.
20 It’s the way we don’t look; we don’t look.
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20 Just the fact that people show an interest, can help homeless people. Just having one person care about you can matter a lot.
20 Listen to the people who don’t have homes. Have conversations with them listen and take them seriously
20 Many homeless are mentally or socially ill and hard to deal with or interact with, so I shy away.
20 More involvement by more individuals volunteering compassionate outreach; it does not have to be at high level of expertise.
20 Motion sensor for yard
20 My 27 year old daughter said “If you don’t want to give them any money, just give them a smile.” It’s an acknowledgment that they
are human beings.
20 My daughter, an LAPD officer, got very comfortable with the homeless people while working. Now she volunteers regularly and
sees dignity by helping with the simple things.
20 My ex-husband worked for COTS. Our daughter was young and she would go and volunteer. (She was 8) She would help take care
of the kids.
20 My hope for something better is the new generation moving into politics and that more awareness in being brought in.
20 Need a contact to call for intervention, response, especially parents walking children to school.
20 Open our homes, for a short time.
20 People [need to] gain knowledge of how to relate directly to those with mental illness
20 People trying to design coats that turn into sleeping bags. Okay but they don’t solve the problem.
20 Shopping cart and belongings make it clear they’re homeless. I don’t know what to do. It’s heartbreaking.
20 Short of housing and services, compassion is the greatest gift we can give.
20 Smile or say hello, it makes a big difference for them.
20 Soup kitchens – volunteer at these places.
20 There are attempts to get more people to get an experience of homelessness. SAY is sponsoring “Cold Night in the Streets.
20 There are things we can do out of kindness.
20 There is a need for more human connections; programs help, but the homeless need personal touch and not just a place or groceries.
20 They really appreciate a hot meal before they go to sleep on a palette on the floor.
20 This guy was outside the store and I gave him $5. My aunt was in shock and asked, “Why?” I said, “It’s not my choice to decide
what he spends his money on, but it’s my choice to help.”
20 Volunteer
20 Want neighbors to be more caring. Stay aware and involved.
20 We avoid this issue because it is so overwhelming. Crying is a real response to this conversation.
20 We need more people that want to help. More people who are concerned about the homeless – not just turn a blind eye. Even I do
it.
20 We want to help but we don’t know how
20 Well I’m retired now so I have more time. I tend to be a giving person, but I’ve been trying to take time for myself too. I’m willing,
but I’m not aware of the opportunities. I also don’t want to over-extend myself.
20 What to do when one sees individuals who need assistance, who to call, who would come out?
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20 Why are tiny homes expensive? If you deal with lumber, donate it or use shipping containers.
20 You don’t know what you are aiding when you give money.
21 [My] dream is to own my own home.
21 [My] preferences would have my [adult] children living close-by.
21 A community with people housed because they are well paid and can afford to live in the community they work.
21 Families can stay here where they grew up.
21 Home is the basis for starting a new life.
21 I many be able to afford a home in the city I grew up in.
21 Ideal home would be a nice little place with a garden. It would be comfortable for all, with wife and children, where nothing goes
wrong [to lose the home].
21 Ideal home would be away from traffic noise, but not too remote.
21 Ideal home would include land for growing food.
21 Ideal would be a small, single home that may include extended family to live communally.
21 Preferences would be safe, secure, private, where I could lock the door. There might be space for other people, but with a place to
recharge.
21 Preferences would have a garden.
21 That all people can have housing and not struggle to keep it.
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